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A Translation of
Etienne Loulte's Method for

Learning How to Play the Recorder

ETIENNE LOULIE left unpublished a
significant corpus of writings on mu-

sic when he died c. 1707. These writings
ranged in content from detailed rules of
composition to lengthy discussions of
acoustics.' Among them are two ver-
sions of a recorder method. He willed all
these unpublished works to a close
friend, Sebastien ce Brossard
(1654-1730),' who subsequently do-
nated them to the Bibliotheque du Roi in
1724 and 1725. The reccrder method is
now bound with other Loulie manu-
scripts at the Bibliotheque Nationale,
fonds franiais, n.a. 6355.
Loulies Method for learning how to play

the recorder is an exceptional work in
several respects. Besides offering unique
and carefully presented information, the
treatise is the first of its kind to be con-
cerned exclusively with the recorder.4
As such, it differs substantially from
Jean-Pierre Freillon-Poncein's La verita-
ble maniere d'apprendre A jouer en perfec-
tion du hautbois, de la flute et du flageolet
(Paris: J. Collombat, 1700),5 and Jacques
Martin Hotteterre's Principes de la flute
traiversiere, ou flute d'Allemagne, de la
flute a bec, ou flute douce et du flageolet
(Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1707), in
both of which the recorder is given a
place of secondary importance.
Of especial interest in Loulies recorder

method is his frequent reference to and
commentary on Freillon-Poncein's work
(Loulie refers to him simply as "Pon-
cein"). Not only do these comments per-
mit a dating of the Loulie method after
1700, but they also provide a contem-
porary reaction—and a critical one at
that—to an important source book for
the recorder, as well as on performance
practices in general. Loulie indicates, for
example, where his fingering for a note
differs from that suggested by Freillon-
Poncein, or where the latter has not pro-

vided information. Since no reference
whatever is made to Hotteterre's work,
we may assume Loulies method was
written sometime between 1700 and
1707.
The two versions of Loulies recorder

method are bound together in consecu-
tive folios of ms. 6355 (folios 170r —
192v, and folios 193r — 209v). Several
other items in the manuscript also have
multiple versions, suggesting perhaps
that Loulie was contemplating having
them published.' The reading contained
in folios 170r— 192v serves as the basis
for the present translation. Where the
second version differs substantially from
the first, or contains a more detailed ac-
count, the relevant passages have been
translated and placed in footnotes. Pas-
sages that have been crossed out by
Lodie are not translated. Fingering
charts, if left incomplete by Loulie, are so
indicated in footnotes, and possible solu-
tions to their completion are suggested.
One of the first tasks undertaken by

Loulie in his tutor is an explanation of the
tablature he uses to demonstrate finger-
ings. Although Loulie describes another
variety of tablature later on, he uses only
this one. In it, the eight holes of the re-
corder are represented by eight lines. A
stroke through a line indicates that the
corresponding hole must be covered, an
unmarked line that the hole must be left
open, and a small circle on a line that the
hole must be half-covered. Loulie num-
bers the holes from top to bottom, one
thrcugh eight, the first or top line repre-
senting the thumb hole, the second rep-
resenting the top finger hole, and so on.
While it is similar to the system ern-
ployed in English tutors of the late
seventeenth century,' Loulies tablature
is quite different from, and perhaps less
cumbersome than, the one adopted by
Freillon-Poncein.

Richard Semmens

Most of the time Loulie uses the solmi-
zation syllables ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, and
si instead of letter names for the notes.
His discussions of ornaments are most

enlightening. He insists that the trill
(tremblement.) start with an appui, an ap-
poggiatura from above, and acknowl-
edges that his appui is of varying length,
according tD the musical context. Of
great interest is Loulies identification of
a special variety of trill that he terms "ir-
regular." Irregular trills are those in
which the appui is not retained after its
initial appearance, but rather is given an
alternate fingering, no doubt to facilitate
rapid beating.' Similarly, he calls the mor-
dent (bane 'tient) irregular when the
lower auxiliary is given an alternate fin-
gering.9 In both irregular trills and mot.-
dents there is an attractive "out of tune"
quality to the rapid pitch alternations,
which seems to have been part of the
practice of French woodwind playing of
the time, and which is given a uniquely
unambiguous expression in this treatise.
It is noteworthy, however, that in illus-
trating both these ornaments Loulie con-
sistently gives the correct fingering for
the main note. Among the other orna-
ments discussed, the flatte (the finger vi-
brato of French woodwind technique) is
perhaps most important; here it receives
one of its mcst thorough descriptions.°
Loulies recorder tutor provides

several fingerings that are either alter-
nates to the standard ones found in other
sourdes, such as that for f#' or are
unique to this manuscript. In the latter
category Loulie provides exhaustive
tablatures for individual chromatic
notes, and for trills and other ornaments
involving chromatic notes.
Finally, L Dulles recorder treatise is

more than just a tutor; it is a carefully
paced method with very clear pedagogi-
cal intent. Loulie seems as concerned in
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this work with the order and presenta-
tion of his material as he is with the mate-
rial itself. In fact, he addresses himself to
the teacher of the recorder rather than to
the student. Loulie's method for learning
how to play the recorder is not only of
historical interest, it is also of demonstra-
ble practical value.'

NOTES
For a discussion of these writings, see Richard

Semmens, "Etienne Loulid as Music Theorist: An
Analysis of Items in Ms. Paris, Bibliotheque Na-
tionale, fonds frangais, n.a. 6355," doctoral disser-
tation, Stanford University (1980); see especially
Chapter Two, "The Loulie Man.Jscrints," pp.
23 — 40.
'For details of Loulies will, see Sebastien de

Brossard, "Catalogue des byres de musique theori-
que et pratique, vocalic et instrumentale .
liothdque Nationale, Res. VM8.21, p. 361.

Elizabeth Lebeau, "I2Entree de la collection
musicale de Sebastien de Brossard a la Bib Iotheque

du Roi, d'apres des documents inedits," Revue de
Musicologie, xxxii, 95-96 (1950), pp.77 —93; and
xxxiii, 97 — 98 (1951), pp. 20-43.
'Three English publications—John Hudgebut's

A vade mecum (London, 1679), Humphrey Salter's
Genteel Companion (London, 1683), and John
Carr's The Delightful Companion (London, 1684)—
predate Loulies work; however, they are primarily
anthologies of tunes playable on the recorder, and
not really method books. See Herbert Myers,
"Three Seventeenth-Century English Recorder
Tutors:' The American Recorder, VII /2 (1966),p. 5.
'See the recent translation and edition of thi.

work by Catherine P. Smith, The American Re-
corder, XXIII /1 (1982), pp. 3 — 10.
'In his catalogue description of the Loulie manu-

scripts, Brossard writes of one item: "There is
nothing here under this number [xxxiii]. It would
appear that this was one of the two treatises which
he [Loulie] had published by Ballard [actually Bal-
lard published three theoretical works by Loulie]
. . . which he would have removed from this sec-
tion after they were published" Sebastien de Bros-
sard, "Catalogue . . p. 361 if.

-See Myers, op cit., p.4.

For example, the trill on e' (see translation,
folio 176r).
Tor example, the mordent on f" (see transla-

tion, folio 201v).
'"See translation, folios 181r — 182v.
"See tablature, folio 175r.
"For a more complete discussion of the recorder

treatise, see Richard Semmens, "Etienne Loulies
'Methoc for Learning how to Play the Recorder:"
Studies in Music from the University of Western On-
tonic, VI 0980.

The author wishes to acknowledge with
gratitude the helpful suggestions of Patricia
Ranum in the preparation of the final draft
of this translation.

Richard Semmens received his Ph.D.
from Stanford University in 1980. He is as-
sistant professor of music history and direc-
tor of collegium musicum ensembles at the
University of Western Ontario, London,
Canada.

f. 170r Method for learning how to
play the recorder

I will lose no time giving testimonials to the recorder. I
will content myself saying in its favor, that of all musical
instruments, it is the easiest to learn, the handiest to
carry, and that there is no other [instrument] whose
tone is more agreeable, that better imitates the voice,
and that is better suited for keeping it [the voice] in tune.
That is why nearly everybody wants to learn [to play]
it, and why the most distinguished people do not con-
sider it beneath them to play it, and why they even con-
sider it. a pleasure to excel at it.
Those who wish to make use of this Method must

know the principles of music, or at least know the notes
and their values with respect to the G clef on the first
line, which is the one normally used for this instrument.

f. 170v The recorder has 8 holes, which may be represented
on the page by 8 lines thus:

left line of the 1st hole thumb
hand 1 2nd hole index finger

3rd hole middle finger
4th hole ring finger

right  5 index finger 
hand 1  6 middle finger

7 ring finger
8 little finger

It is by closing more or fewer of these holes with the
fingers that one makes all the musical notes on the
recorder.
One can see easily by the above lines, which represent

the holes on the recorder, by which finger each hole is to
be closed; the right hand being below, and the left hand
above, each finger is placed naturally over its [respec-

tive] hole.
The two hands and the fingers must be positioned

with the greatest possible grace, and [one must] take
care to close exactly the holes that must be [closed], for
the tuning of the notes of the recorder depends on this.

f. 171r The beak of the recorder must be placed between the
lips without being chewed, and one must not make grim-
aces, nor contortions. The manner of indicating on the
page those holes which must be left closed and those
holes which must be left open to make all the notes is
called the tablature of the recorder.
There are two kinds of tablature. The most natural,

and the easiest to explain, is the one where the eight
holes [of the recorder] are represented by eight lines. It
is also this [tablature] that I will use: I will explain the
other at the end of this treatise.
To indicate that a hole must be closed, a dash is put on

the line that represents it.
To indicate that a hole must be left open, nothing is

put on the line that represents it.
To indicate, finally, that a hole must be half-closed, a

barred zero or whole note is put on the line that repre-
sents it.'

f. 171v TABLATURE FOR THE RECORDER

7' hole half-8 holes closed 8+6 hole open closed; the others
cituSecl

The best way to advance a student is to not give him a
large number of principles in the beginning, and to give
him only that which is necessary to play a few simple
airs, which will give him pleasure. That is why it is nec-
essary that he begin by learning to make only the five

'In Version B, on f. 194r, Loulie writes: "If the recorder has certain
of its holes doubled, the above whole note indicates that it is necessary
to close only one of them; and the whole note without a dash indicates
that one must close them both."
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notes ut, re, mi, f, sol indicated below.

f. 172r NOTES WEICH THE STUDENT MUST BEGIN TO
LEARN, AND THE CORRESPONDING TABLATURE

f. 172v

I

While blowing into the recorder, one must give an artic-
ulation to each note that one sounds by pronouncing the
syllable tu, providing only a little air for the lower notes,
[and] augmenting this gradually as one plays the higher
notes.
To these notes one adds certain ornaments, each of
which is indicated and performed differently. The princi-
pal ornament is the trill, which is indizated by a small
cross placed above the musical note in the following
manner:

TRILL As IF THERE WERE

RE

I I

The little cross which is above the note re signifies
that one must firs:: start by playing mi, then re; and re-
peat mi re one after the other several times in a row, and
quickly, with a single articulation; and this lasts for the
duration of the re, the note with which one must finish
And this is called playing a trill on re, or trilling re.
In the above trill, the mi with which :he trill was be-

gun is called the appui. And one must remain here [i.e.,
on the appui] [a] longer or shorter [amount of time] ac-
cording to the length of the trilled note.

f. 173r In no matter what trill, one must always begin by play-
ing the appui, that is to say, begin by Flaying the note
one degree higher :han the :rilled note.
What I have just said about the trill on re will serve for

the understanding of the trills on the other notes, of
which I shall speak later.
When the student knows how to play the five notes,

ut, re, mi, fa, sol, and knows how to make a trill on re,
one must teach hira simple airs which do not go beyond
the range of these five notes, and which have no orna-
ments other than the trill on re, such as the following air.
The teacher will take care to have the syllable ru pro-

nounced in place of tu in those places where they are

indicated, and in those places which he judges neces-
sary, until the rules of artizulation have been given.

* • • 

r r.r7

r rrr 

J r rr

r r 
f. 173v It is now necessary for the student to learn to play all

the natural notes on the recorder, from the lowest to the
highest, as they are indicated below.

NATURAL NOTES
WITH THE CORRESPONDING TABLATURE

Ell
CP

I

-9- IL

0 9

When the first hole is on:y half-closed, this is called to
pinch; then it is necessary to provide more breath. The
four last notes which are marked with black notes are
rarely used. Thus, in the beginning, one may excuse the
student from learning them.
Sieur Poncein closes the eighth hole for c ut and for sol

re ut in the second octave. [ have indicated these with a
large parallel dash.

f. 174r When the student knows how to play easily the above
natural notes, the teacher may give him certain airs in
the mode of c sol ut, such as the following. One should
not yet use sharps or flats, nor any ornaments other than
the trill on re.
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JJ rr r crr

111

J 
r1.1

rrrr
When the student has grown accustomed to playing
these sorts of airs with facility, he must learn to make
sharps and flats on the recorder.

f. 174v [blank]

f. 175r SHARPS AND FLATS

40 3.,
#..
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Pence in
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Poncein

III..... ...m.,....e.
: 1!

ile• 1M

MI
•.!1.M

l!'M

Poncein

A trill may be played on each note of the recorder; and,
for the most part, one must observe in the case of the
other trills that which I have remarked with the trill on
re, which I described above, except in the case of la in
the first 8ve, si in the first 8ve, mi, sol in the
second 8ve, sol-sharp in the second 8ve, si-flat in the
second 8ve; all of these, being irregular or defective on
the recorder, are each performed in a particular way,
though always with a single articulation, as we shall
see.'

f. 175v Trills are defective or irregular when the note which
serves as appui is not retained in the trill. In these sorts
of trills it is only necessary to raise the finger a very little,

2Loulie gives a more de:ailed account of irregular trills on la, si, mi,
and sol on f. 176r.

and decrease the breath.

REGULAR TRILLS ON THE NATURAL NOTES
WHERE THE appuis ARE NATURAL

In regular. trills one must begin by playing the appui;
next, close the hole which produces the note upon which
the trill is made; open it [and] close it several times in a
row, for the duration of the trilled note.

x
e-f .. ..mm.:1..1...••... .  ,

_•_.•_. I NM  I

111111111111
I .W11.

•11010101101010momommm=0'0Limsiminaiminsigmin'00imiim me mos 0 m 01 womm • m mum m m0 no so • IMP MIIMM=M
01••••• •• MIMMEIM=E ".•
IMINIM=I0
010111011011  11=011" 
MI MINIIIMM
• 

• •
0
0

Those who understood well the manner of trilling re,
which I explained above, will have no trouble making the
above trills.
Sieur Poncein did not give the following trills, namely

fa, ut, fa, sol, la, si, ut, re, mi, fa.

f. 176r TRILLS ON THE NATURAL NOTES LA, SI, MI, SOL,
WITH NATURAL appuis

These four trills are irregular or defective on the re-
corder because the appui is not retained in the trill. They
are played in the following manner.
In irregular trills it is customary to trill quickly and to

diminish the breath.

e
MA

Ni I

.00

Appui
"ickly;

clink'inisk

- rr i 11

tkc
breath
mmmimmimmemmi

.
A ppui Appui - [Trill 1

vickly a r. ci
m.nisk Cflic

breAtl,
am:

.
A ppu, -

Slow
hard

mmimmili mmomiumusemeomouo iminmimo
m mmilmei mmin.00mim. miummi
----601

f. 176v To trill the lower 8ve la, one must begin by playing the
appui, si; next play la; open the 5th hole; close it, open it,
close it always [in] the same [way], for the duration of
the note la, upon which the trill is made, lifting the finger
only slightly above the 5th hole, and trilling somewhat
quickly; decrease the breath a little.
To trill si, one must begin by playing the appui, ut;

next play si. Open the 6th hole; close it, open it, close it,
supplying the usual [amount of] breath.
To trill mi one must begin by playing the appui, fa; next

play mi. Open the 2nd hole; close it, open it, close it,
decreasing the breath a little, [and] only slightly raising
the finger over the 2nd hole. Trill a little quickly.
To trill the 2nd 8ve sol one must begin by playing the

appui, la. Open the first, second, and fourth holes all at
once; close the 4th hole, open it, close it, open it, raising
appropriately the finger over the 4th hole, and supplying
much breath.
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f. 177r TRILLS ON THE NATURAL NOTES
WHERE THE appuis ARE SHARPS Oa FLATS

I
=..

MI
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- II
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ea.. ilmf
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I
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i mmuomme li mmeme .-. ..1
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bm+ ttli iC k 11
et n cl d in sthe breath

sweimmummuilnimoi i mumi mommir m
-

Sieur Poncein has not given the following: la second 8ve,
Si second 8ve.

TRILLS ON SHARPS AND FLATS
WITH NATURAL appuis

WIR7114 •

A INIEONIIMIli•gr •
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----------
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Sieur Poncein forgct the triLs: fa-sharp, sol-sharp lower
8ve, sol-sharp second 8ve, ut-sharp second 8ve, fa-sharp

second 8ve, mi-flat, si-flat second 8ve, mi-flat sec-
ond 8ve.

f. 177v There are [certain] notes upon which trills are made
by closing two holes at a time, and opening them, simi-
larly, at the same time, several times in a row, such as c-
sharp. [There are] others where one closes one hole and
half [of another hole] at the same time, such as low sol-
sharp, ut-sharp, and si in the second 8ve, and si-flat in
the second 8ve; [there are] still others where one closes
only half a hole, such as high ut-sharp.
It is necessary that the student know how each trill is

made, [and] that he practice finding and playing them
easily, on all the natural [notes], on sharps and on flats
with all the appuis, natura_, sharp, and flat.
It is next necessary that the student practice on se-

lected airs in the [following] modes: c sol ut, d la re, on fa,
g re sol min. 3rd, g re sol !raj. 3rd, and a mi la.
There should not yet be any sharps in d, nor flats in a

ml la in these airs.
It will be necessary also to indicate any unusual articu-

lations.
f. 178r It is necessary that the student learn how to make

articulations.

RULES FOR ARTICULATION
It is necessary to pronounce the syllable tu on each note.

EXCEPTION
When 2, 3, or more notes are contained within the same
slur, an articulation is given only to the first note, which
serves for all the other notes under this slur. Note that
we are not referring here to the tails of notes, which
serve only to indicate duration or value. Where there
are four eighth or sixteentla notes in a row, the syllable
ru must be pronounced on the third of these notes.

t trtt t tr t t t

f. 178v Besides the trill, which I explained above, there are
yet several other ornaments of which the principal ones
are the martellement or ba:tement, the flatte or balance,
ment, which some recorder players call the lesser trill,
the port de voix, the coule, the accent, [and] the chute.

Battement oa martellement
The mordent on the rec3rder is indicated by a small

figure which looks much like the letter V, thus V. that

3From 1199v — 200v in Version B, Loulie provides the following dis-
cussion of articulation:

f. I99v RULES FOR ARTICULATION
WHICH MUST BE USED N RECORDER PLAYING

I have said previously that it is necessary to give an articulation to
each note one plays on :he recorder, by pronouncing the syllable tu; I

add here, and declare that:
There are notes upon which it is not necessary to give an articula-

tion.
There are other notes upon wnich it is necessary to pronounce ru

instead of tu.
When 2, 3, or more notes are enclosed under a single slur, one gives

an articulation only to the first, which articulation serves for all the
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one places on a note to indicate that a mordent is to be f. 180v
played there.

MORDENTS ON NATURAL NOTES
WHERE THE LOWER NOTES ARE SHARP OR FLATS

MORDENT DOUBLE MORDENT

n ill tJ

1113
&, :r rui EftrM 1

As if
f+tere •
Were

I l l

becooAse if is
done fwo 1. ipnes

I I , i t

i , I 1 1 1 1 1

f. 179r [MORDENTS ON ALL THE NATURAL NOTES
WHERE THE LOWER NOTE IS NATURAL]

MEM.= ===== MMM=MIN=MIMISIMMINSIMMYM MIMI ININIMMINIMMIUSININM MINIMMIHNIMIIIA IMnilin== IMMIIIIMMIMINIMS la=anliMallamiMINNIMISSIMINMENI
MIMMEIMMINSINEY
=== I MMM=IMM=INWM.M MEIFINSP INUMI

MINIMENNIMENIMMYMM=YMMMIIMIIMININM

ft mob aim ob ms-a ma. miess:mimi in ma- degm RE IIMINNIMINSIMIIIMmiomm m
linMailM==MM==
==

MISWIMM INMEI
M M

Sieur Poncein did not explain motdents well.

f. 179v ['plank]

f. 180r The small symbol V that is above the note mi above
[i.e., 1178v] indicates that one must begin by playing mi,
then quickly [play] re; play mi [once more], and remain
there [on mil for the duration of the note mi. And this is
done very quickly, and with a single articulation. The
student must learn to play mordents on all the notes.

MORDENTS ON THE SHARPS AND FLATS

MNIUMIIINI MENINMM=MIrmarminrimNIM ENIMIMI IMINUINNI=MAMIWIELZEMENUNINEINIMIMISSIMMINUII IM
MINIUMNIIIIM= =,-1111,1W.!MM=Men• WM =n En MIY11.-4
, .,.7•11NyW ININNI MUNIN NISM

INYI

m'amWarsulmme rien

YVANY

other notes under this slur.
Note that we are not speaking here of beams on a row of notes, and

that these have bearing only on the duration or value of notes.

NOTES CONTAINED UNDER A SINGLE SLUR

-43 3 t: tur tu tu

When the notes are not written within a single slur, one pronounces
tu on each one, provided they are not going by too quickly.

f. 200r All those who teach the recorder use [both] tu and ru, and one finds
that the combination of these two syllables, pronounced one after the
other, in certain instances renders the articulations less harsh, and the
playing more flowing. But the manner of placing them is not very con-

sistent, for each [teacher] has his particular manner, and often the
same master indiscriminately uses tu tu ru tu tu or tu ru tu ru tu. Both
ways may be good, but the student with a good teacher must assume
the latter's methods.

JJ J I

[Loulie provides
two possibilities]

J IL r al

tu tt& ta tt t4L tu tu tu tu tuturu tu
tu turutu tu tu

J 
t t r tt t

frn 
t trtttrt t
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f. 181r To play a flatte or balancement one must begin by play-
ing the note upon which the flatte is marked; imme-
diately one begins :o beat slowly the edge of the highest
of the remaining open holes, except for the first and sec-
ond [holes], which are never beaten, in such a way that
the first note is not, altered at all [in pitch].

E.g., To play a flatte on re one must begin by playing
re; the 4th hole is the highest of those remaining open. It
is, therefore, necessary to Eeat the edge of the 4th hole
slowly, in such a way that the pitch of re is not at all
altered.

f. 200v

[Loulie provides two possibilities]

1111 t t rt
t t t t

J J 
t r
t t

J J a

tr

One must always pronounce the syllable tu, except when there are
four eighth notes or four sixteenth notes in a row, for then it is neces-
sary to pronounce the syllable ru on every third of these notes.
In gigues, canaries, and other airs in this measure, one must pro-

nounce ru on the second note [of every three.]

\73 J J S JJ nJJ
tu tu tu tu t t r t ttt t t

J JJ1 SITJJ 
t ttr t t tt t ttrtt t

] 

?,3 a ass
t t rttt

J1 

•

• a

t t tt t t t t t

It is necessary that tine student learn how to make the other orna-
ments.

4Loulies discussion of the mordent in Version B, f. 201 — 202r is
more complete:

f. 201r THE MORDENT
The mordent for reccrder [playing] is indicated thus:144, which one

puts above the note upon which the mordent is made.
To play a mordent on the recorder, one must always begin by playing

the note upon which the mordent is indicated. Next play, so far as it is
possible, the note one degree lower; again play the first note, and re-
main on it for the duration of the note. And this [is played] with a
single articulation and very quickly.
For example, to play a mordent on mi, one must begin by playing mi;

next play re, play mi, and remain on that pitch for the duration of mi.
And this [is done] very quickly and with a single a:ticulation.

DOURLE MORDENT

f. 201v The student must learn to play mordents on all th e notes.

f. 202r

t2 V 
0

MORDENTS ON ALL THE NATURAL NOTES
WHERE THE LOWER NOTE IS NATURAL

V It- V V

[from folio 179r1

I El)

I I I 

V

1

.
•••=11 11 m1m Imml usomm

simm
I mimr•••••••••mamma INFM11 1.=•

MORDENTS ON THE NATURAL NOTES
WHERE THE LOWER NCTES ARE SHARPS OR FLATS

..... MN  a%, .._---. :-.. r-timr:sly rs•-•.•-••. 1.1•• ■•=mosi .•••-imiummommem r-rmrr.•••-•.2 1,d,•IM.,411•11.1.111.111111•••■•1=11....1 0
••• = 1F 1,7,......, IL..11.1111.11 . M._ — ...•=111,1=•F•E K.T. M arlE11011111114111111 11.1 -_ —=1=
WO

' IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIImmommmammanwanamilmal ui•dads'an:m",a'anlm..m.
MIMMIMMEMINMENIMIIMIMI=WMIM11.111.1MM----111M.MIMMI---
MIIIMEMM=EN=== iliMMEMMINI ZLIMalM=1=MMI I. 1
1.1.1•11.40.1111MINIMINIM i IMMKAMMII

MIMMi=MM UM IN
1=1 .1 M. M. MMYM"MM,MMOWIMIMIIIIINIVINNIN

There are some irregular mordents.
Mordents are irregular when the lower note is not one degree lower,

or, ultimately, when it is [either] too high or too low. Such are [an
mordents on] El, fa.

MORDENTS ON THE SHARPS AND FLATS

111111
IM:AM;MeMI MiMai.

!MI  M IN.INIMIMMEIMINEUMUMM.1•10
Oill 1•111•111=IMM E/-1MANINum

MMINIMINIINIM I
IMININIMMI INNIIMINME Ml =
. . MIIIIMNE=MII MENI MI•MMIMIMIMIIMIMBIMI TM

.M.MMii= M. I.MMIiMIM IMiM

[A curious alternate mordent or. c-sharp in the lower octave is pro-
vided in a marginal note:]

VT $
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f. 181v Es] Flattes ON THE SHARPS AND FLATS

o 

t 3 

43-

0 7
or

? 11 7 7

f. 182r Balancement OR flatte, wkncH SOME
CALL THE LESSER TRILL

The flatte is indicated by a symbol made much like the
letter in, thus:WI; one places it above the note to indicate
that a flatte is to be played.

Balancement or
flatte

To play a flatte or balancement one must begin by
sounding the note upon which the ;lane is marked. Im-
mediately beat the edge of the highest open hole slowly,
except for the first and the second [holes], which one
never beats, in such a way that the [pitch of the] princi-
pal note is not at all altered.
Ex. To play a flatte on re, one begins by playing re; the

4th is the highest of the remaining open holes. Beat the
edge of the 4th hole slowly in such a way that the pitch
of re is not at all altered.

f. 182v Mattes OR balancements ON THE NATURAL NOTES

V. Cl

Li

V. 

V.

0

V• V.
V.

'This chart apparently supplements the one given for trill fingerings
on folio 175v. The appui which Loulie supplies for the trill on f' is an
a'. It has been changed to a g ' . Loulie does not give a fingering for the
trill on g'. The one provided on fclio 176r has been supplied.

• f'770.111
•
2:TEM • I

• 1

‘1A111111111111E=MMNIIMEM IIMMINMEM. MMEL' INN=NM =1111 1INI MIIIMMI= EN11 11MIIMM

M.M1 MOM

f. 183r The other ornaments, such as the port de voix, the
coule, the chute, [and] the accent, are each indicated by a
note of a smaller character than the principal notes; and
one joins the smaller note to the principal one by a slur,
to indicate that it must be performed with a single articu-
lation.
It will suffice to give an example of each to make all the

others understood.

PORT PE VOIX COULE CHUTE ACCENT

or..) ; U 0 ; o

The student must know how to play each ornament,
and practice playing them all on all the notes, naturals as
well as sharps [and] flats. Selected airs may be given him
to play in the modes of c sol ut, d la re, f ut fa, g re sol,
min. 3rd, g re sol, maj. 3rd, and a mi la.
There should not yet be sharps in d la re, nor a flat in a

mi la.
Notice that on the recorder one always imagines un-

der the same name the notes that are on the same degree,
whether it has sharps or whether it has flats after the clef
on the degree si.
When there is a flat after the clef one must take care to

observe it for all [appearances of the note] si.
The same thing must be observed with fa when there

is a sharp after the clef on fa.
f. 183v 1 am presently going to indicate the notes which are

rarely used on the recorder, that is to say, those which
are used only in transpositions. I will also indicate their
[corresponding] ornaments.
All those sharps other than fa-sharp, ut-sharp, and so!'

sharp are sharps of transposition.
All those flats other than si-flat and mi-flat are flats of

transposition.
The sharps of transposition are the same thing and on

the recorder are made in the same way as the normal
flats, or as the natural notes that are one degree higher.
Ex. Re-sharp is the same thing, and is made the same

way as mi-flat [is]. Mi-sharp is made the same way as fa
[is].
The flats of transposition are the same thing and on

the recorder are made the same way as the normal
sharps [are], or as the natural notes which are one de-
gree lower.
Ex. La-flat is made the same way as sol-sharp [is]. Ut

flat is the same thing as si, etc.
I am going to mark only the least unusual of the sharps

and flats of transposition, through which one will easily
understand the others, of which I shall not speak, since
they are hardly ever used.
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f. 184r SHARPS OF TRANSPOSITION

Ito 

1 1 

FIATS OF TRANSPOSITION

b 0

I. 1
0 0

L J

[Loulie has provided alternate fingerings for four of these
notes]

Most of the tri_ls and the other ornaments which em-
ploy sharps and flats of transposition are made in a spe-
cial way. That is why I am going to indicate them.

TRILLS ON THE SHARPS OF TRANSPOSITION

#.1lia..6
‘11,

----. Miii ...MOOMMIC. .6..i i A l I
OTMIL, V 1." 10 . I .fl .. •'
I I'77( •.••• I  .l2. 1
Mr eji/M/M MIIIMM I NINIMMINII I
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MIMIIMMMig=
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MIMMIM EMMY/NMI MINIM

M=M
..1•1111111111EN

1E1=1=1
MMITIr7". NMI

Sieur Poncein did not give trills for la-sharp, si-sharp,
re-sharp, mi-sharp, la-sharp, re-sharp.

f. 184v TRILLS ON THE FLATS OF TRANSPOSITION

----------
----------
------------

-------
- ----------

6)6n 1,4, 6.. -0-

f 

I I #

Mordents and Anis on the sharps and flats of transpo-
sition are made in the same way as on the normal notes,
to which they correspond.
Ex. Re-sharp is trilled or flatted like mi-flat.

REMARKS
Whenever one is not pinching [the thumb hole] and the
6th hole is open, one must always close the 7th.
Whenever the 2nd hole is open, the 3rd must always be
closed, except in trills on mi and mi-flat.
One pinches [the thumb hale] to play all the notes that
are above sol-sharp, and not for the others.
Sieur Poncein did not give trills on la-flat, ut, re-flat,

sol-flat, la-flat, ut fa.
f 185r Of the two methods of achieving an end, one must

always prefer the shorter and easier over the longer and
more difficult. This is axiomatic.
Of two similar and equaLy easy methods which lead to

the same place, one must always assign the one which is
easier to comprehend.
In the following figure it is as easy and as short to go

from A to B by the route CD as [it is] by the route
EFGHJK. But the route CD is easier to comprehend
than the other, and it is the former that one must assign
and not the other.

J. 185v It is just as easy to play in the mode of g", maj. 3rd as [it
is to play in] the mode db, maj. 3rd, since they are the
same thing in practice. The mode of ab is easier to com-
prehend than the mode of g*.

MODE OF G*
*g. "g. 'a. si. 'Si. "c. "c. #d. "d. *e. "f. "f

MODE OF A'
bd. a. bb. bc. c. bd. d. be. e. bg. g

In the mode of 'g all the notes are ' or "
In the mode of ba one has six natural notes.
The maj. 3rd mode which is a semitone higher than g

natural must, then, be avoided and conceived of on db,
and not on g'.
This is said in passing for those who, not yet having

enough experience, think that it is the same to use one
[scale] or the other and p:ace a multitude [fourmilers] of
sharps and flats after the clef.'

f 186r 2ND METHOD OF MARKING THE NOTES OF THE
RECORDER OR THE 2ND TABLATURE

The first three holes [of the instrument] are repre-
sented by the three lowest lines of the staff where the
musical notes are written.
The other five holes are represented by another staff

of five lines left express:y blank underneath the staff
with notes.
The lines marked with a little dash indicate that the

holes which they represent must be closed.
The lines marked with a zero or whole note with a bar

signify that the holes they represent must be half-closed.
Other than this, figures are used which indicate how

many holes must be closed, starting with the first.
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A bar which crosses a figure indicates that one must
pinch [the thumb hole].

ri

8 or 3 7or 3 6 or 3 4or3 Sot 3 3 2.

1 I

f. 187r
fa

sol
la

Si

ut

orl or3 ts A

f. 186v

*0

re

mitro

to

7 or 3 6 or3 3

fa
sol

la
Si

0 ut0

END [SIC]

TRILLS ON THE NATURAL NOTES
sound the lower sol and trill the little finger of
the right hand.
sound the lower la and trill the third finger.
sound si, lift the third and little fingers of the
lower hand, trill the index or 1st finger.
sound ut, lower the little finger, and trill the
2nd finger.
sound re, trill the third [finger] of the upper
hand.
sound mi, trill the 2nd [finger] of the upper
hand.
sound fa, raise the middle finger, trill the in,
dex [finger].
sound sol, trill the thumb.
close the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th holes, play
this, and trill the 4th hole.
sound si, and trill the 5th hole.
sound ut, trill the 6th hole.
sound re, trill the 4th hole.'

6The discussion of sharps and flats of transposition in Version B, f.
203v — 206v, and a musical example on f. 208r is as follows:

f. 203v Even though the most obscure flats and sharps of transposition, or
the double sharps and double flats, are hardly ever used, I do not hesi-
tate to include them here for the benefit of those who may want to
transpose to all kinds of keys, an6 who may not be so accustomed, so
that nothing will be lacking in this little treatise.

SHARPS AND FLATS OF TRANSPOSITION
SHARPS OF TRANSPOSITION

There are three normal sharps, namely utt, fa', and sal'.
The other sharps are called sharps of transposition, and are: re', mi",
fa", sol", la', si, ut".
The sharps that are doubled are called double sharps, that is to say,

sharps of sharps.
The sharps of transposition are the same thing and are made in the

same way as the flats or the natural notes one degree higher.
For example, re' is the same thing and is played the same way as mi".
Mi' is the same thing as fa.
Ut" is the same thing as re, and so on [with] the others.

FLATS OF TRANSPOSITION
There are two normal flats, namely sib and mib.
The other flats are flats of transposition, namely lab, sibb, utb, reb,

milk, fa", sop,.

The flats that are doubled are called double flats, that is to say, flats
of flats.

f. 204r The flats of transposition are the same thing and are played the same
way as the sharps, or as the natural notes that are one degree lower.
For example, lab is the same thing as sol'.
Utb is the same thing as si.
Mibb is the same thing as re, and so on [with] the others.
All the sharps and all the flats or: transposition, then, are related to

one of the normal notes that I 'nave indicated above. It would therefore
seem pointless to write them down here again. Nevertheless, in order
that one might find them without d:fficulty, I have put them here in the
following manner.
The sharps or the flats of transposition are indicated on a staff of

lines. The normal notes to which these correspond are notated in a

score below, and the tanlaure is located below, thus:

SHARPS OF TRANSPOSITION
It will suffice, first of all, to remember only how to play the sharps on

re and Ia.
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f. 204v FLATS OF TRANSPOSITION
It will suffice to know how to play only the flats on la and on re.

6G 1Lbblx
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Most of the trills and other ornaments on the sharps and flats of
transposition are made in a special way. That is why I am going to
indicate them.

f. 206v TRILLS ON THE NORMAL FLATS AND NATURAL NOTES
WHERE THE appuis ARE FLATS OF TRANSPOSITION

f. 205r TRILLS ON THE SHARPS OF TRANSPOSITION
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f. 205v TRILLS ON THE NORMAL SHARPS WHERE THE appuis ARE SHARPS OF
TRANSPOSITION
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f. 206r TRILLS DN THE FLATS OF TRANSPOSITION
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The idea of all the sharps of transposition is necessary when one
wishes to transpose [apiece of music] to all sorts of keys. For example,
one would not know how to play "Les Soutdines" from Armide a semi-
tone higher if one didn't know fa" and ut", or Si ' and mi'' . But one can
well see the need of these transpositions in Italian music, of which I
have included here a recitative taken from Carissimi.

f. 208r
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Tolios 187v — 192v of Version A contain summary charts and tabla-
tures for fingerings, trills, mordents, and flattements on the recorder.
Since the tablatures are left blank, and since, if the charts were com-
plete, they would merely recapitulate information already given, these
folios have not been included in this translation.

Music autography by Wendy Keaton.
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In Search of Recorder Music:
Transcriptions

EVEN THOUGH a surprisingly small a-
mount of music was actually written

for the recorder, the instrument enjoys
an enormous potential literature. During
the Renaissance it was not customary to
compose music for a particular instru-
ment; the ranges of the various consorts
were similar enough to vocal ranges that
the music could be written as if for voices
but played on a wide variety of winds
and strings. Baroque composers often
wrote for an unspecified melody instru-
ment, and flutes, violins, oboes, and re-
corders commonly borrowed each oth-
er's music. Many Renaissance and Ba-
roque works have been arranged for re-
corders and published in modern edi-
tions, but many more have not. So, if you
have played through all the music in the
recorder section of your local music
store, don't conclude that nothing else
exists. In anthologies and complete
works in libraries, in modern editions for
other instruments, and in vocal scores
there is a vast resource of music that can
be played on recorders with little or no
adaptation.
Vocal scores provide some of the most

interesting and accessible music fcr con-
sort playing. Recorders, like voices,
blend well together and can produce a
beautiful rendition of Renaissance music
in three, four, or five parts. Since re-
corder ranges correspond closely enough
to vocal ranges, there is seldom a prob-
lem of extremely high or low notes. The
music will sound an octave higher than
written, and the alto must read up an
octave.
By using a score and learning to watch

the entrances and rhythms of the other
parts, a consort player will gain a better
understanding of the music and begin to
listen more effectively. Once over the
hurdle of just getting the notes, he or she
can glance occasionally at the words and
punctuation in order to shape the
phrases. This is one of the main advan-
tages of playing directly from a vocal
score; even if not all the words are linder-

stood, the phrasing can be discerned in
each part. The ensemble is thus more im-
mediately successful than a consort read-
ing from separate instrumental parts.
The ten-volume Antigua Chorbuch

series, a collection of Renaissance vocal
music in three to six parts, contains an
immense amount of potential recorder
music. Five of the volumes contain sa-
cred music, the other five secular. The
sacred ones are especially useful near
Christmas, since they include settings of
In Dulci Jubilo and Joseph, lieber, as well
as other pieces suitable for the season.
In other choral editions can be found

such music as the three-, four-, and five-
part masses of William Byrd. For those
who are unlikely ever to experience the
joy of singing the great choral works,
playing them can be a good second best.
They have the added advantage of being
reasonably priced, since they are pub-
lished for groups that must purchase nu-
merous copies out of usually meager
funds.

Instrumental music abounds in li-
braries that keep complete works and
large anthologies. Many quartets from
the sixteenth and early seventeenth cen-
turies have been published as scores
(some have a keyboard part as well) in a
large format, very clearly printed.
Usually a recorder quartet can sight-read
these pieces. If there are range problems

Susan Prior

they most often affect the bass player,
who must beware of octave leaps
downward and passages too high for
comfort. The octave descents can nor-
mally be omitted and the high passages
taken down an octave without seriously
affecting the music.
Some of Henry Purcell's fantasias for

three, four, and five viols sound beautiful
on recorders. (These and the viol con-
sorts of Locke, Jenkins, Lawes, and
others contain some parts in alto or tenor
clef.) Quartets by Dalla Casa, Guami,
and many others have ornamental flour-
ishes incorporated into the parts. One
can also gain a great deal of musical
pleasure reading through the works of
Dowland, Ferrabosco, Scheidt, Fresco-
baldi, Gibbons, Banchieri, and Luzzas-
chi, to name only a few. Large antholo-
gies like Musica Britannica and the
Anthology of Music can often lead to
further discoveries.
For a recorder player seeking adven-

ture in duets, solo music, and chamber
ensembles, the late Renaissance and Ba-
roque periods provide a wealth of mate-
rial. The dramatic violin music of Italy
before Corelli by such composers as Fon-
tana, Castello, Corradini, Montalbano,
and Frescobaldi can be captured with so-
prano recorder and continuo (Example
1). The occasional passages out of range
can usually be put up or down an octave
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Example 1. Conclusion of the first part of the Sonata "La Sfondrata" for violin and conti-
nuo by Nicolo Corradini.
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and arpeggio flourishes rearranged with
a minimum of musical sacrifice. Two bas-
soon composers from this period, Barth°,
lomeo de Salaverde and Giovanni Ber-
toli, wrote in a similar style; their
one-movement sonatas contain highly
contrasting tempo changes and range in
character from simple, Cance-like tunes
to ornate divisions and wild, passionate
adagios (Example 2). Playing this music
on any instrument is not only a great
pleasure but lets one approach the Ba-
roque period from the right direction—
through the pre-Baroque.
Many sets of divisions were written

for the recorder, such as The Division
Flute, Godfrey Finger's sonatas, and
Jacob van Eyck's var.ations. Many
others that were written for other in-
struments, especially the violin and viol,
can also be played on recorder. Corelli's
famous variations on the la follia ground
bass are from a sonata for violin, and
those by Marais over the same bass are
for viol. The divisions by Diego Ortiz for
viola da gamba can be explored with an
alto recorder; some cover a range so wide
it is not feasible to transcribe them, but
others fit well enough to be immensely
rewarding. Understandmg this type of
division-making is important for a grasp
of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
style, and there can be no better way to
get it than to play as many divisions as
possible (and then make up your own!).
From the same period come such col-

lections of English keyboard music as
The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, the
Dublin Virginal Book, and My Ladye
Nevells Booke, all of which contain many
pieces worth stealing for the recorder.
Schott and Birenreiter have published
selections from the F:tzwilliam book
for soprano recorder and keyboard.
Couperin's harpsichord movement Le
Rossignol en Amour has similarly been
adapted for sopranino recorder (the com-
poser himself suggested it could be
played on a transverse flute). These can
serve as examples of how to adapt this
music to the instrument: by taking the
right hand of the original for the appro-
priate recorder and filling out the chords
to make a keyboard accompaniment. Ex-
ample 3 is from a suite :ailed "The Bat-
tell" by William Byrd, in My Ladye
NeveIls Booke.
When playing a transcription one must

decide whether to imitate the original in-
strument or turn the music into a re-
corder piece. Personal taste must dictate
the answer, but this may differ even from
one movement of a sonata to the next. If
an andante for flute has a melodic line
that exploits the instrument's flexibility,
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Example 2. From Sonata No. 1 for bassoon and continuo by Giovanni Bertoli.

the recorder player will probably do best
to use the slurs and phrasing given and
try to sound flute-like. If an allegro has
leaps and intricate rhythms, the player
can take advantage of his or her instru-
ment's agility and clear articulation,
even removing slurs if necessary to
create a real recorder movement. Double
stops present a problem. Making a
swoop of grace notes before the beat
works occasionally, but done regularly it
becomes heavy and tedious, going be-
yond the bounds of good taste into a kind
of circus act. Turning most chords into
measured arpeggios allows for a few dra-
matic swoops where they are most effec-
t:ye.
Reading bass clef has two advantages

aside from allowing one to borrow music
from bass instruments. Most French Ba-
roque music for a melody instrument was
written in the French violin clef, a treble
clef with G on the bottom line. The
pitches are therefore in the same position
as on the bass clef. Music in the French
violin clef is found in numerous facsimile
editions. The other advantage is that one
can transpose music written for flute or
violin up a minor third and play it on alto
recorder by adding three flats to the key
signature and reading as though the
piece were in bass clef. (C major becomes
El' major, G major becomes IT' major, A
major becomes C major, etc.). It is not so
difficult after the first few pieces. This
transposition of a minor third usually
works best with music for the Baroque
flute, which is in D, a minor third below
the alto recorder. It was such a common
practice in the eighteenth century that
recorder players were expected to do it
at sight. A great deal of solo music can
thus be enjoyed, including fantasias of
Telemann (also available in recorder edi-
tions), the Quantz caprices (sixty pages
of music available in facsimile), and the
unaccompanied partitas for flute and

violin of Bach.
One of the better instruments to bor-

row music from is the bassoon: the com-
pass, response to articulation, and
comfortab.e keys are similar to those of
the alto re :order. In fact, the well-known
"recorder- sonata in F minor from Der ge,
treue Mus-kmeister was originally written
for bassoon and printed in bass clef, with
a note at the end suggesting it could also
be played on recorder. One excerpt from
a bassoon work was given in Example 2,
and Example 4 is taken from a bassoon
sonata by J.F. Fasch, which makes an en-
joyable and challenging piece for alto
recorder and continuo.
The ubiquitous minor third becomes

useful again in playing a voice flute (a
tenor in D). This beautiful-sounding in-
strument was popular in France and was
often used to play music written for
flute. If the thought of learning D finger-
ing is daunting, one can pretend the in-
strument is an alto and transpose the
music up a minor third. In addition to
taking sob flute or violin parts, the voice
flute combines well with other instru-
ments: w:th Baroque flute (De Lavigne's
Les Fleurs, Loeillet duets), with another
voice flute in trio sonatas (Dornel,
Hotteterre, Marais), and with flute,
oboe, violin, or viol in trio sonatas or
larger works (Couperin's Les Nations and
Les Go Uts-reunis, Boismortier and Leclair
trio sonatas for flute and viol, trio sona-
tas by Handel, Loeillet, Telemann).
Sometimes a soprano recorder can take

a flute or violin part, as in the "Methodi-
sona:as by Telemann, and the music

can thus be read without transposition.
Many of the wonderful suites that Caix
d'Hervebis wrote for viol and tran-
scribed fcr flute are also very effective on
soprano.
Works such as Vivaldi's Ii Pastor Fido

and Telemann's partitas, where instru-
mentation is not specified, can also be
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When other musicians come to your
recorder evenings,

here are some musical suggestions
from the Oxford catalogue to play

for the fun of it—

Haydn TOY SYMPHONY
for SSATB and optional toys

score $6.00; parts each $1.50

Picken and Pont
ANCIENT CHINESE TUNES
for SA, plucked strings, guitar, percussion,
and optional clarinet

score $8.10; parts set $4.35

Henry Purcell
RONDEAU FROM ABDELAZER
for SAT, piano, chime bars, and percussion

score $5.00; parts each $1.00

When you have a musical evening to
yourself,
here is a reading suggestion

subscribe now!—

EARLY MUSIC MAGAZINE
The sumptuously illustrated, wide-ranging
quarterly that has won the loyalty of hundreds
of American early-music buffs. Founded
by John M. Thomson;
edited by Nicholas Kenyon

The four issues for 1984
will appear in February, May, August, and
November. Subscription in USA: $40;
any single copy, $12

Back issues for the five years
1978-82—set of 20 issues, $165;
—set of 5 bound volumes, one for each year,
$130 complete.

We can send you subscription forms.

We hope to hear from you at
Department AR

Music Department
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, INC.
200 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016
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Example 4. Opening of the last movement of the Bassoon Sonata in C major by J.F. Fasch.

played successfully on recorder. In fact,
no rules would be broken nere by playing
a lively movement on a soprano and a
slow one on a tenor, and then letting a
violin have a turn.
The possibilities are endless once the

search is begun; an instrument that has
lasted as long as the recorder must be
versatile.
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Susan Pr-or performs on recorder and
Baroque flute and teaches these instru-
ments at the Royal Conservatory of Music
in Toronto arid Wilfrid Laurier University
in Waterloo, Ontario.

Music autography by Wendy Keaton
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An Interview with
Frans Bruggen

THE FOLLOWING is a condensation of
an interview broadcast in 1982 over

WNYC, New York, one of a series
of programs on early music hosted by
Nicholas Kenyon and entitled Musical
Chronicle.

You must have seen the recorder change
in popular estimation almost completely.
How was it regarded when you were grow-
ing up?
I sure did notice a change. In my young

days—and I started playing when I was
about six years of age—it was considered
less than a toy. The recorder had a social
function: it was popular with youth
movements over in Germany, of all
places, and also in Holland, where I was
born and grew up. But as a normal, seri-
ous musical instrument, it was totally
unknown.

How did it come to be accepted?
Well, in Holland there was a cantor at

the Utrecht student musical society who
aimed at performing each Sunday the ap-
propriate cantata of Bach. He soon real-
ized that flutes weren't right for all the
parts, so he called in Kees Otten, who
was later my teacher, and who was a
clarinet player. He asked him if he could
play the recorder part or, with somebody
else, the recorder parts in those Sunday
performances. That's more or less how it
started in Holland. Of course before this
there had been activity in England by
the Dolmetsches, and some activity in
Germany.

When did you begin playing?
During the last part of World War II

there was no heating in Holland. Schools
were closed. We were a family of nine
children. I, being the youngest, was just
sitting around boring everybody in the
house, so my mother suggested that my
oldest brother—who was old encugh to
be my father—keep me busy in some
way. He was an oboe player by profes-
sion, and he taught me the first steps of

the recorder, which was very nice.
We had a happy musical life at home. I

remember that with the help of some un-
cles and aunts we could play the com-
plete Brandenburg Concertos. I was of-
ten taken out of my bed by this older
brother in the middle of the night. He'd
whisper to me, come on, you have to
play something, have to fill in a part.

But it can't have seemed at the time as if it
could possibly be a profession.
No. It couldn't have been; later my

father was advised that it would be a
good thing to have me learn the normal
transverse flute as well so that I could
always find a job at least in a symphony
orchestra. So I learned that instrument
also. But that was when I was fifteen or
sixteen.

What was the attraction for you in the
actual sound of the recorder?
I believe that one is just in love with an

instrument, no matter what that instru-
ment is, and not much regarding its real
objective qualities. In retrospect, I think
that at that age I was just very much in
love with blowing on that kind of a
tube—like other players can be in love
with a Jew's harp or whatever. It's just
very focused on elementary things, and
it has certainly nothing to do with the
quality of the instrument or even the
quality of the literature written for it.
That all comes later. Those first steps are
really animal-like.

Are you frightened by the current as-
tounding popularity of the recorder?
No. You might say I'm proud of it. I'm

really glad to see that so many people
play this very elementary, non-technical
instrument. It's nice that the world of
musical instruments, which has become
so highly oversized and overpowered,
every now and then can also go a step
back. There are really quite a number of
people who play this instrument just for
their own pleasure. It's a good thing.

Nicholas Kenyon

Was it an uphill struggle for you to gain
recognition of the recorder as an important
instrument?
Oh, Yes. It has taken years and years.
At the beginning, I tried to introduce it
wherever possible, playing with what-
ever people, in many different styles, and
trying to convince them that this was a
valid musical instrument. Sometimes
with more, and even more times with
less, success.

That makes me think—was it a very
lonely life?
In the beginning it was, to tell you

frankly. But then everything turned out
very well.

Did you see your work, when you were
starting off, as part of the movement to-
wards the authentic recreation of music of
the past, or did you see it simply as the
revival of another musical instrument?
At first it was the latter. Just as a re-

vival of a pipe with air. Then in the
1950s, when the time was ripe, came the
notion of recreating old music with
the instruments of that day, and with the
ears of that day, if possible. So that was
the second stage. That was also when I
began to change recorders, since factory-
made products can never satisfy in that
respect. We turned to handmade copies
after original instruments that we know
from museums.

Your playing with Gustav Leonhardt and
Anner Bylsma has been an important
collaboration in your life, hasn't it? When
did that start?
Back in the mid-50s, I would say. They

have had a tremendous influence on my
musical thinking. Leonhardt and I took
more or less parallel paths, each in his
own field, he with harpsichord and I
with recorders and flutes. I remember
that he still played a modern instrument,
a Neupert, and I played Handel sonatas
and all the usual stuff on some factory-
made, ugly thing, but then we saw
clearly that we had to go other ways.
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There are a lot of risks, aren't there, in
using actual old instruments, because they
may have deteriorated.
Yes, though with harpsichords and re-

corders there is actually not so much risk
as with stringed instruments. Old harp-
sichords —or copies after old harpsi-
chords—are much safer, usually, than
any modern factory-made instruments,
and the same is true for old recorders. If
they are in good condition, or if the cop-
ies are well made, they blow far more
easily than modern instruments.

Do you feel th& copies of old instruments
should be attempts to recapture precisely
what they're modeled on? r mean, should
the wood be of the same type, should the
holes be in exactly the same place, or is there
a more important spirit that an imaginative
maker can recapture without that literal-
ism?
The main thing is to capture the soul of

the model, and I've seen remarkable feats
in that respect. Also the contrary, where
an instrument was exactly copied down
to the hundredths of a millimeter and
was a complete failure.
You really need master makers, who

can just look at the way an instrument
has been made and measure it, of course,
and learn from those measurements, of
course, but then go their own way. That
usually gets the best results, and in a
very short time. Either you have it or
you don't. I remember when I met Sko-
wroneck, who was a harpsichord maker,
one of the first and one of the most mas-
terful in copying old instruments. That
man is able to copy anything you like—
flutes or dinner tables if he's interested.
They always turn out better than the
original; that's his great gift. He made me
a recorder in two hours. He said, come
back at four o'clock, and there the
copy was, better than the original.
Unbelievable.

One distinctive thing abcut your sound
on the recorder, which people always com-
ment on, is the slight variatbn in pitch that
you introduce into many notes, particularly
slow-moving notes. Is this something that
you do instinctively, because of your feel for
the instrument, or did you pick it up from
eighteenth-century writings on how the in-
strument was played?
I would say it's again a combination of

animal feeling and more intellectual
knowledge. To begin with the second, it
is noted in earlier sources that you
should play with a tone in various ways.
That does not necessarily involve a pitch
rising or falling, but that's where my first
point comes in. I cannot imagine that a

melody player stuck so closely to what a
keyboard player has at his disposal,
namely, fixed tuning. I think that one of
the first duties of a melody instrument
player is to play the instrument freely.
You still can notice that in musical cul-
tures that are, I think, nearer to eigh-
teenth-century music-making than ours
is. In southern Europe for instance, the
way people sing and handle their instru-
ments is very different from our nine-
teenth-century way, with our sym-
phonic tradition. It's far freer, and it also
has these variations in pitch.

Did you come to play eighteenth-century
flutes at the same time you began playing
old recorders, or was that at a later time?
That has been a later exploration. The

problems with eighteenth-century flutes
are slightly more difficult than with eigh-
teenth-century recorders. There's a real
intonation problem. It can be solved if
you have a good instrument, but it is not
for nothing that the flute—rather late, af-
ter 1780—was modified slowly, even-
tually resulting in the Boehm invention
of 1832.

What do you mean, not for nothing?
Well, the fact that it was incapable of

playing a chromatic scale in a proper way
became more and more of a problem.

And was it also difficult for it to project in
the larger rooms that were used for music
towards the end of the eighteenth century?
No, I wouldn't say that. It was mainly

a matter of needing to have proper in-
tonation and a capability of playing in
more keys than usual. Not so much a vol-
ume problem. And also, that was not the
reason why the recorder became extinct.
A lot of people still think that. But the
eighteenth-century recorder is far more
powerful than the eighteenth-century
flute. The recorder became extinct with
the sons of Bach because it lacked this
galant flexibility, which was then highly
necessary for the new music, and which
the flute had.

Do you think this difficulty that the flute
had in playing chrcmatically was used as
an expressive device by composers? In the
marvelous, huge first movement of the B
minor Flute Sonata, you almost feel that
Bach is using the slight dissonances for
expressive effect.
Right. With great mastery, like he did

everything, in scoring for a specific in-
strument. You can notice very clearly
that he wanted some things to come out
by nature easy. And other things he
wanted to come out by nature difficult.
And it's this tension between ease and

difficulty that is so marvelous. That only
works if yoL. play the music on the instru-
ments of his time, of course. If you play
that sonata on a Boehm flute, every note
sounds equally bright and easy.

There's one crucial point about this whole
movement towards understanding the mu-
sic of the pas:. You said before that you want
to perform :t with the instruments of the
past and listen to it with the ears of the past.
Now, is that at all possible? Tristan and
Pelleas anc'. Mahler's Eighth Symphony
have happened to us since. Can we ever
erase those from our minds?
No, it's totally impossible. The gap be-

tween the twentieth century and the
eighteenth century is so enormous in
every respect—on both sides of the plat-
form. I think that one can succeed only, I
don't know, about thirty to forty per-
cent, and that's it.

But it's worth making the effort?
It's worth making the effort to clean

some of the paintings that you have
hanging in your museum, even if the res-
toration sometimes makes an awkward
impression. You still have to do it. I see it
quite clearly. As soon as you play some-
body else's music, and not your own or
your best friend's music, you are already
in debt to the composer, and you must do
absolutely what the composer says.
Otherwise you must write your own mu-
sic. And there's still enough room for
your own interpretations and ideas.
With any healthy musician they will
automatically be there, so there is never
a danger with a good musician that it will
be anything of a dry reconstruction. But
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you must take the composer into account
and that's, of course, what whole
generations of musicians before us, won-
derful as they were, have not been doing
so much.

Do you think this movement represents a
lack of faith in the music of the present?
Oh, but of course it does.
Performing musiciars have always

been the dumbest of all artists, I would
say. It's hardly possible to have an intelli-
gent conversation with them. They are
politically completely unaware of what is
going on in the world. The only thing
that counts is their own such and such
and their own so and sc. It's a complete
disaster. It's also part of the art, of
course, that performing music profes-
sionally brings out the worst in some-
body. There's always a conversation
about louder, softer, higher, lower, bet-
ter, worse. It's that little, idiotic circle
which the subject is. It's terrible.

This makes you sound rather disillu-
sioned.
I mean, I do it myself. k's not exactly a

healthy sign. That's what I'm very much
aware of, and it makes me all the more
bashful about everything I do.

One of the most interesting recent devel-
opments in your life is the orchestra that
you've founded in Holland and are begin-
ning to direct.
Well, it is a rather great enterprise,

especially in these times, to establish a
new orchestra. It consists of forty spe-
cialists from around the world who gath-
er together for two periods a year in
Amsterdam and subsevently make a
tour throughout Europe. It's called the
Orchestra of the 18th Century, and we
play late Mozart and Haydn symphonies
on instruments of the time. I can tell you
it's a revelation to hear the Jupiter Sym-
phony on contemporary instruments.

What repertoire are you hoping to cover?
Well, eventually up to maybe even

Rossini. Certainly early Beethoven.
Maybe early Schubert.

How long has ü been acti•Je?
Not so long yet. A year

When can we expect to hear the Orches-
tra of the 18th Century in C-ris country?
I think we come here in 1984, and I'm

looking forward to it.

Nicholas Kenyon is editor of Early Mu-
sic and a music critic for the London
Times. He recently spent three years in this
country as a music critic for The New
Yorker.
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The 1983 Boston Early Music Festival

This year's Boston Early Music Festival e? Exhibition
had lost the air of a pioneering venture and taken on that
of a well-established event. During six days at the end of
May it attracted some 7,500 visitors-2,000 more than
attended the first festival in 1981—and offered something
for everyone: an exhibition of instruments, books, music,
and related material for musicians both amateur and pro-
fessional; symposia for scholars; master classes for stu-
dents; and concerts ranging from solo recitals to a full-
scale production of a Baroque opera.
The exhibition (plate 1) had been moved downtown to

larger quarters in the Castle, a nineteenth-century Boston
landmark with an appropriately medieval facade. Here
more than a hundred exhibitors showed their wares to
early music enthusiasts as well as groups of schoolchildren
(plate 9) taking part in the festival's outreach program.
Fanfares by the Boston Shawm & Sackbut Ensemble
(plate 7) heralded the start of an auction as the exhibits
closed each afternoon.
Since this year marked the tercentenary of Rameau's

birth and the quadricentenary of Frescobaldi's and Gib-
bons', most of the concerts and symposia honored these

Plate 1.

composers. Among the featured performers in Rameatf s
opera Zoroastre were sopranos Nancy Armstrong (plate 2)
and Sophie Boulin (whose wig is being adjusted in plate 3);
two of the dancers are shown in plate 5.
Other concerts included keyboard recitals by Gustav

Leonhardt (seen rehearsing in plate 6) and Luigi-Fer-
dinando Tagliavini; an 11 p.m. performance of the Boston
Camerata's Play of Daniel with Andrea von Ramm as
Daniel (plate 4); and programs by Concert Royal, the Bos-
ton Museum Trio, and the Musicians of Swanne Alley
(two of whose members, Paul O'Dette and Lyle Nord-
strom, are shown playing a Dowland piece for four hands
in a program for schoolchildren in plate 8. O'Dette, as well
as Leonhardt, Tagliavini, and von Ramm, also gave master
classes). Many of the concerts took place against the back-
ground of Jordan Hall's organ (plate 10).
Plans are already underway for the 1985 festival, which
will be held June 3-9 and honor Bach U.S. and J.C.), Han-
del, Scarlatti, and Schutz.
A report from abroad on the festival is in the Reports

section, which follows.
Photographs by Herb Snitzer.
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Plc_te 2.

Plate .5.

Plate 7.

Plate 9.

'laI,: 3.

Plate 6.

Plate 8.

Plate 10.

Plat.! 4
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REPORTS

Up in the air at Boston
Festivals are as much places as perform-

ances, and how richly endowed is Boston,
from historic Beacon Hill and its nearby Com-
mon to the baronial entrance hall of the
Sanders Theater at Harvard University,
described in minute detail by Henry James,
and where his spirit may again be mingling
with the guests. Here, Rameau's opera
Zoroastre launched the festival in perform-
ances much more inscir ed than the rather
sour evaluations in the national press would
have led one to believe. The festival made
good use of Boston's fine architectural mix,
from the characterful American Gothic re-
vival Castle by William Preston Gibbons,
used for the instrument exhibitions, to the
Remis Auditorium in the Museum of Fine
Arts, new since 1981, and the drooping inte-
rior of Jordan Hall at the New England Con-
servatory, where there must surely be the
longest queues for toilets in the world.
Over a hundred instrument makers came

from all parts of the American continent,
from Japan, New Zealand, and Europe, with
six from England. The exhibition, so much

. more accessible than in 1981, provided a con-
stant buzz of activity with its additional side-
shows such as the auction. The recession has
undoubtedly reduced the size of makers' or-
der books, but the demand for quality instru-
ments continues, and Boston shows how
strongly the heart of the early music revival
still beats. As usual, keyboard instruments
predominated, with scme exquisitely deco-
rated cases by Sheridan Gennann for Dowd,
Hubbard, and Kingston, especially notable
being her copy of a paint ng on the lid of the
1756 Hemsch in the Museum of Fine Arts.
In Banchetto Musicale's spirited produc-

tion of Zoroastre, Martin Pearlman conducted
a Baroque orchestra of translucent, deli-
cately-articulated texture, and Philippe
Lenael directed a basic production that fitted
well onto the cpen stage of that apotheosis of
late nineteenth-century culture, the Sanders
Theater. As festival showpiece this opera
fully vindicated the tremendous artistic and
financial effort that lay pehind it and gave
Boston an honored place in the international
celebrations of the Rameau tercentenary. No
Rameau production can hope to succeed
equally in every sphere. Here we had fine

singing by French and American artists, sen-
sitive musical direction, and ingeniously
devised dances by Violette Verdy, in a stylis-
tically later period that thereby offended Bos-
ton's active dance community. It is difficult to
sustain the long timespan of a Rameau opera,
and tension did lapse in the second half,
when the forces of evil somehow lacked cred-
ibility.
At the Rameau symposium the following

day, Neal Zaslaw showed on what shaky
foundations any Rameau biography is based.
Here is a lifelong task for some devoted
scholar. He also convincingly demonstrated
how Rameau's involvement with the theater
pad preceded by many years the appearance
of his first opera Hippolyte; it really was not a
:ase of Rameau springing fully-fledged into
:he operatic world. Thomas R. Green and R.
Peter Wolf discussed aspects of the com-
poser's compositional processes, and Graham
Sadler, who had prepared the score for
Zoroastre, showed the radical changes that
-:ook place in the Paris Opera Orchestra in
Rameau's time. Mary Cyr spoke on Ra-
meau's cantatas (some of these were per-
formed in the fringe concerts), and Laurence
Libin talked about a French painting on a
:larpsichord lid from before 1770, containing
a portrait of Rameau in an operatic scene. It is
now incorporated intc a grand piano. Most
amazing were Jerome de la Gorce's slides of
twenty eighteenth-century moquettes (three-
dimensional models) of Rameau sets used by
the Paris Opera, which he had found in a cha-
teau at Chambord. Their lyrical colors and
integrated designs will surely influence fu-
ture productions.
Frescobaldi, the other featured composer,

found a notable protagonist in the Italian
harpsichordist and organist Tagliavini, his
musicianly concert being followed by a sym-
posium chaired by Christoph Wolff. It con-
centrated first on the toccata as a form ern-
bodying Frescobaldi's most dynamic
:nnovatory musical ideas and went on to con-
sider analytical and historical questions and
their relevance to performance. Gustav
Leonhardt dramatically proved the point by
vivid performances of three works, including
Toccata No. 7, in an inspired concert.
Howard Schott's -Museum Musicum"

gave professional views on rare instruments,
placing them in their historical contexts from
the viewroints of the museum curator, the re-
storer, the instrument maker, and the per-
former. John Koster, who works with Barbara
Lambert in the Museum of Fine Arts, spoke
on their sixteenth-century French harpsi-
chord, ard Dieter Krickeberg talked about
the Renaissance wind instruments in the
Berlin Museum. Sheridan Germann, in the
same area, followed her Saturday morning
lecture on French soundboard decoration
with a br.11iant résumé of how to decorate a
harpsichord, giving us an immediate insight
into the techniques, trials, and torments of an
outstanding artist in this genre. It is astonish-
ing to see the symbols harpsichord owners in-
sist on having incorporated into their instru-
ments, such as an airplane and a large
minatory cat that won immortality through
the persistence and guile of its owner.
The final day proved full of delights.
Malcolm Bilson, so persuasive on the forte-
piano, gave a demonstration master class,
and the admirable Boston Museum Trio per-
formed Rameau's Pieces de clavecin en con-
certs. In eie evening, a score or so of intrepid
ladies and gentlemen, many in eighteenth,
century costume, clambered in relays into the
basket of America's second-largest hot air
balloon. Emulating those who made the first
such ascent in Paris 200 years ago, they hov-
ered above the scene of the Fete Champetre
rumbustiously taking place below in a tent.
Boston is a rare occasion It has established

itself quickly as a major world music festival.
It does almost all the right things and must
never lower its sights or dilute its standards,
whatever reasons are advanced, patriotic or
sentimental. In the future it would be
pleasant f the timetabling allowed us more
freedom to attend events, getting away from
the American Musicological Society syn-
drome. Fringe events would benefit from
more publicity, and the publication of a fes-
tival map in the program book would help us
locate them. Boston also must have a meeting
place suc'n as a festival club along the lines of
those at Edinburgh and Aldeburgh. No more
intriguing city could be found in which to
meet. May 1985 be still more memorable.

J. M. Thomson
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BOOK REVIEWS

School of Clavier Playing
(Klavierschule)
DANIEL GOTTLOB TURK
Translated and with introduction and notes
by Raymond H. Haggh
University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln &
London, 1983, xxxvi & 563 pp., $50

One of the many manifestations of the cur-
rent intense interest in historical perform-
ance is the growing list of old treatises that
are available in English translation. Turk's
voluminous (over 400 pages in the original)
Klavierschule in its first edition of 1789 is a
valuable addition to this list but should be
viewed from the perspective of what it i and
what it is not. Basically, the book is a review
of North German miC.-eighteenth-century
theoretical thought on performance and key-
board technique, extended to encyclopedic
length by two factors: 1) Turk's compulsive
urge to pursue every question to the last de-
tail (even Prof. Haggh admits to a pedantic
streak in his author), anC 2) his remarkable
and quite innovative referral to, and discus-
sion of, what previous wr:ters have said on a
subject. In this respect it is certainly the most
scholarly of all the major eighteenth-century
tracts on performance.

Concerning his own ideas, his indebted-
ness is greatest to C.P.E. Bach and Marpurg,
but mostly to the former. Notably the chap-
ters on fingering and the "essential orna-
ments" are by and large elaborations of what.
these two autnors had to say. As to finger-
ings, he admits—as does C.P.E. Bach—be-
sides the modern scale pattern, the older
manner of crossing over of fingers other than
the thumb. In matters of ornaments Turk is,
if possible, more severe still about their
regimentation than Philipp Emanuel (though
he does follow Marpurg in admitting
Nachschldge).
The most valuable, least derivative, and

least dated chapters are the last two, on ex-
temporaneous ornamentation and execution.
There we find very fine discussions of fer-
mata embellishments and cadenzas, and valu-
able remarks on the proOlems of phrasing. But
for the rest, this is a retrospective work, a
fact made apparent almost immediately by
the focus not on the fortepiano, not even the
harpsichord, but the clavichord, which at the
time of publication was on the verge of ex-
tinction.
From all this we can gather what the book,

its date notwithstanding, is emphatically not:
it is not a guide to Mozart and Haydn per-

&Historical Instruments
Ben Bechtel, Instrument Maker

3952 Brotherton Road 
40#

Cincinnati, Ohio 45209,

4

(513) 271-6336
(513) 531-2355

formance :with the possible exception of the
last two chapters). If we accept this limita-
tion, its availability in English is to be warmly
welcomed.
The translation was a true labor of love. It
was done over a period of twelve years,
during wbich Prof. Haggh, besides grappling
with an old-fashioned vocabulary, did a huge
amount of research to provide the text with a
thorough inderpinning of references to both
old and new writers. Embodied in back notes
that are intermingled with—but clearly dis-
tinguishec from—Tiirk's own, these annota-
tions offer helpful amplifications as well as
frequent résumés of theoretical thought on
various problems discussed in the text. They
greatly enhance the value and usefulness of
the public ition.
The prose translation is, on the whole,

very satisfactory and reads well. I do not
claim to have made a word-by-word compari-
son; I limited myself to some spot checks
whenever a passage seemed questionable. In
a few of these cases I found minor lapses,
where the translator tripped over a hurdle of
antiquated German. A single example will
have to do. At the beginning of Chapter 3
Trirk explains why he devotes a whole chap-
ter to the appoggiatura. He writes: '' . . . da
es aber Vorschlage von sehr verschiedener
Dauer etc. giebt, so dass eine etwas aus-
filhrliche Anzeige erfordert wird . . .," which
is rendered:". . . but since appoggiaturas are
of very diFering durations and require a very
detailed notation . . . I checked this sen-
tence because I found it confusing. A more
precise rendition would be: ". . . but since
appoggiatuas are of very differing durations,
etc., [the etc: implying additional problems]
they call for a somewhat detailed explana-
tion. .:'(Fence the devotion of a whole chap-
ter).
Such are minor flaws that count little
within a frame of overall excellence. What I
found more disturbing are infelicitous transla-
tions of certain terms.
One tha: bothered me (and maybe should

not have) is the unorthodox subdivision of
chapters into "parts" (Turk's "Abschnitte"),
when trad tionally parts are the larger, chap-
ters the smaller units of a book. "Section"
would have been a better, and more literal,
rendition.
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"Termination" for "Nachschlag" is not a
happy choice, because the term so pointedly
implies an ending, whereas in the over-
whelming majority of cases a Nachschlag is a
connective grace that does not end a phrase
but leads into another melody note. Haggh
derived the term from Edward Reilly's splen-
did translation of Quantz, where it is used to
denote the suffix of a trill. In that case it is not
an ideal choice either, but it is less confusing
because the focus is on the way a trill is
ended; such focus is absent in all other appli-
cations, as shown, for instance, in every ex-
ample in Chapter 3, Part 4 of Turk. The
reader is advised to substitute mentally the
term Nachschlag for all occurrences of "ter-
mination." (Walter Emery, in his book on
Bach's ornaments, naturalized the term, us-
ing "nachschlags" as plural, because he found
no proper equivalent for it.)
Infelicitous, too, is the rendition of Vorhalt

as "suspension" Following the example of
other theorists (among them Petri), Turk
uses this term to designate the long appog-
giatura (veranderliche Vorschlag). Now a long
appoggiatura that is prepared and resolves
stepwise has the harmonic function of a sus-
pension (though a suspension in the narrower
sense is tied over the beat), hence the term
would be acceptable in such contexts. But of-
ten the appoggiatura enters unprepared (see
the start of the example on page 205 in Chap-
ter 15), in which case the term is improper
and misleading. "Long appoggiatura" or, to
stay with Turk's (and C.P.E. Bach's) termi-
nology, "variable appoggiatura: would have
been the better choice.
In another instance, what would seem to

be the obvious translation is not an advisable
one. Following the example of Kirnberger and
his student Schulz, Turk, in his discussion of
phrasing, uses the term "Rhythmus" to des-
ignate a not clearly specified subdivision of a
melody (see on this Haggh's notes 19 and 21
on pages 506 ff.). Understandably, Haggh
renders "Rhythmus" as "rhythm" But the
concept of rhythm, as it is commonly applied
today, is complicated enough that it is ill ad-
vised to introduce a new meaning foreign to
its present usage. "Melodic unit" or "phrase
subdivision" might have been preferable.
Prof. Haggh gives good reasons why he

used the first edition, and not the enlarged
second one of 1802, for his translation. Still,
those who value Turk as theorist would have
welcomed an appendix containing some of
the more important additions of the later ver-
sion, in which he makes a number of new ref-
erences to Haydn and Mozart.
The index, like Turk's, is limited to terms

and common expressions. In view of the
many theorists mentioned in the notes of
both Turk and Prof. Haggh, an index of
names would have been useful.
The book is well produced (though, sur-

prisingly, with a ragged right margin), and the
music examples are well printed. Of the few
misprints I found, I want to mention only one
because it is misleading. In music example (e)
on p. 275 the turn is printed with four equal,
small thirty-second notes, when the first
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. Plastic Recorders By: Over 3,000 music titles
Dolmetsch \__________,,

in stock! (Please send
.1

Aulos 
.80 in stamps for

Zen-On complete listing)

-,\ I Instrument price list also availabf? from:

, Pnicorne and Other 1Iorn5
5 Overgate Court, Cockeysville, MD 21030

(301) 666-2284
DIRECTOR: BOB LAUER
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BAROQUE RECORDERS
AFTER

THOMAS STANESBY SR.
Alto at A415, A410, or A406

THOMAS STANESBY JR.
Alto at A415, or A408

RIPPERT
Alto at A440

W. BEUKERS
Soprano at A415, or A408

WRITE FOR BROCHURE TO

THE LEDGERWOOD WORKSHOP
26070 NEWBRIDGE ROAD

LOS ALTOS HILLS, CALIF. 94022
Tel. 415 941-5949

JOHN HANCHET

Specialist in Shawms
offers a
SPANISH SOPRANO SHAWM

The best features of
2 Spanish originals are
combined to produce a
quite exceptionally free
speaking and responsive
instrument.

IT HAS:
Two octave range.
Unusually good chromatic
notes.
Adjustable pirouette and
choice of reeds to give
choice of tone colour and
loudness.

IT IS:
Made to the usual high
standard in authentic
materials and oil finished
like the other 16 models
of Renaissance or Mediaeval
shawms in my catalogue.

Available for immediate
delivery in C at A.440.

E 87 or 145 US
Plus dispatch costs.

Full details from:

Beckumsfeld 4
4300 Essen 15
W. Germany

Also in D or at A-460

three should have four, and the fourth note
only two, beams.
I do not wish the reservations expressed in

this review to obscure the undeniable fact
that this translation represents a major schol-
arly achievement, and that the book belongs
in the libraries of all graduate schools.

Frederick Neumann

Frederick Neumann is author of the monu-
mental Ornamentation in Baroque and Post-
Baroque Music (Princeton University Press,
1978). His articles have been collected in Es-
says in Performance Practice (LTMI Research
Press, 1982). Now seventy-five and retired from
the University of Richmond (Virginia), he has
just completed Ornamentation and Imprqvisa-
tion in Mozart, to be published by Princeton.

Early English Chamber Music
From the Middle Ages to Purcell
ERNST H. MEYER
Edited by Diana Poulton
Marion Boyars, Boston and London, 1982,
xxvii & 363 pp., $30

In 1946 Ernst Meyer (then living in
England, now professor of music sociology at
Humboldt University in East Berlin)
published English Chamber Music. It was a
pioneering and important attempt to describe
and explain the appearance of instrumental
chamber music in England under the late Tu-
dors, its flourishing from c.1558 to c.1640, its
survival under the Puritans, its temporary re-
surgence at the time of the Restoration, and
its final eclipse after Purcell. Meyer, inspired,
by such left-wing English social and economic
historians as R.H. Tawney and Christopher
Hill, tried to relate all of this musical develop-
ment to social and political events: the com-
ing of the Reformation, the so-called "rise of
the gentry" and "crisis of the aristocracy"
(not, to be sure, Meyer's terms), and the al-
leged triumph of bourgeois values that he felt
the revolution of the seventeenth century
epitomized. His was a difficult task, ambi-
tious and in many ways successfully carried
out.
Now, however, Meyer, with some assist-

ance from Diana Poulton, has reissued the
work, changing its title slightly, adding a
short "select bibliography" listing some of the
scholarship on the music in question that ap-
peared between 1946 and the late 70s, and
making minimal reference to that scholarship
in the text and footnotes themselves. Unfor-
tunately, his revisions are not extensive
enough. He seems not to have learned much
from recent scholars, certainly not as con-
cerns the "Medieval Background" (his Chap-
ter 1) and the history of the development of
instruments. He clearly has not profited suffi-
ciently from reading works of Tudor-Stuart
history written in the nearly four decades
since World War H. Thus this expensive "re-
vised" edition reflects nothing of the "storm
over the gentry" that followed Tawney's ori-
ginal speculations; nothing of the reinterpre-
tations of Renaissance and Reformation his-
tory that have made those fields exciting
lately; nothing, one suspects, that would not

pass muster according to East Berlin stand-
ards—i.e., nothing that casts any doubts on
conventional Marxist interpretations of early
modern European and English history.
Readers of this book will not, therefore, find
an up-to-date interpretation of the music of
Gibbons, Byrd, Jenkins, Locke, Purcell, et al.,
much less of its relationship to developments
in English society (the major thrust of the
original publication). It is even more bizarre
to.realize that much of Meyer's anti-Catho-
lic Church, pro-bourgeois,individualism
explanation for the rise of chamber music
accords well with Jacob Burckhardt's
Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, pub-
ished in 1860!
Regular readers of Early Music, the Journal

of the American Musical Instrument Society,
and this journal, together with members of
the Viola da Gamba Society, will not be satis-
fied with references to Gerald Hayes' 1930
book on instruments for details on the devel-
opment of viols, nor with Meyer's footnote
description of the kinds of instruments in use
c. 1600 (pp. 145-147). This last is all too ob-
viously a cursory afterthought, when every-
thing we have recently learned about instru-
ment development inclines us to think of such
matters as being of central importance to the
development of musical genres. Moreover, it
closes with an injunction to consult Grove 6
(for which read The New Grove), published in
1978 (for which read 1980).
Recorder players need not be reminded

that virtually all the wonderful music Meyer
discusses was written for stringed instru-
ments or broken consorts, which might at
most tolerate the presence of a wind or two.
They will also know that much of this
treasure trove has been published in editions
for recorder consorts. They may even wish to
read the library copy of this book to learn
something about the music itself. But they
must know that it is sadly out of date musi-
cally and historically, and skewed by a leftish
interpretation once fashionable in an England
confronted by the Depression, Fascists, and
Nazis. It did not need reprinting, and is cer-
tainly not "new and completely revised" as
advertised.

William Metcalfe

French Harpsichord Music
of the 17th Century
A thematic catalog of the sources with com-
mentary
BRUCE GUSTAFSON
University Microfilms International, Ann
Arbor, 1979, 3 vols.: xlv &394 pp., 488 pp.,
380 pp., $99.95
This invaluable work contains descrip-

tions, evaluations, inventories, and concor-
dance studies of the various known contem-
porary manuscripts (household and
professional) and printed documents from
Germany, Scandinavia, England, Holland,
Belgium, Italy, Spain, and France. The cata-
log, designed as a reference, is preceded by a
commentary on the sources arranged in
chronological order according to national
group. In it the author amplifies the conclu-
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sions of the catalog, discusses the significance
of the sources, and suggests areas for future
research.
Of the 1564 incipits in the catalog, 762 can

be attributed to 17 clavecinists, among whom
are d'Anglebert, Burette, Chambonnieres,
Louis Couperin, Dumont, Geoffroy, Gigault,
Hardel, La Barre, Lebegue, Monnard, Mon-
telan, Richard, and Thomelin.
A lucid guide to the general organization of

the catalog makes the large body of informa-
tion easily accessible. The appendices in-
clude: 1) watermarks and other tracings
found in the documents, 2) all the incipits of
the catalog in numerical code (the clarity and
logic of the presentation should enable the
reader to identify pieces from sources not in-
cluded in this study), 3) detailed indices to
the works of all major composers of seven-
teenth-century French harpsichord music,

THE
KOCH

RECORDER

HAVERHILL,

NEW HAMPSHIRE 03765

Tel. (603) 989-5620

Illustrated Folder on Request

Established .936

and 4) composers mentioned in the text with
bibliographical citations (especially helpful
for the more obscure names).
A bibliography of manuscript music (ar-

ranged by location, approximate date, and
medium of the source), printed music, and lit-
erature complete the work. This comprehen-
sive study, accomplished in exemplary
fashion by Gustafson, should be acquired by
every music library and considered by the
AR reader with a special interest in the origin
and development of seventeenth-century
French harpsichord music.

Sabina Ratner

Sabina Ratner is on the faculty of Vanier Col-
lege in Montreal. Her Ph.D. dissertation (U. of
Michigan, 1972) was on the piano works of
Camille Saint-Saens, and she has almost com-
pleted a thematic catalog of the music of that
composer. She has a special interest in French

keyboard music.

The Treasury of English Church Music
1545-1650
Edited by Peter Le Huray
Cambridge University Press, New York, 1982,
xxxi & 254 pp., $39.50, paper $17.50

This fine anthology, first published in 1965
by Blandford Press Ltd., is here reprinted with
corrections. Included are works by a number of
composerswhose names are familiar to recorder
players, and several of these pieces can in fact
be played effectively on recorders—but record-
er players should sing too! The editor has pro-
vided a useful introduction, calendar of events,
and notes on the music which help the reader
gain a grater understanding of the early
Anglican period.

Dale Higbee

(203) 663-1811

YVES ALBERT FEDER
HARPSICHORD WORKSHOPS

Custom Keyboard Instruments

Authorized Agent for
Zu2kermann Harpsichord,
V _rgi nal, Clavichord and
Fortepiano kits at the

lowest factory direct prices.

2 North Chestnut Hill Road
:{illingworth, Ct. 06417

ANTIQUE SOUND
'WORKSHOP, LIP

OFFERS THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
IMPORTED HISTORICAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

IN THE UNITED STATES

• Over 300 models of fine recorders by Roessler, Kueng,
Hop, Coolsma, and other quality European makers.

• More than 350 other historical woodwind, brass, string, keyboard,
and percussion instruments in stock for immediate delivery.

• Every instrument custom-serviced before delivery, sold subject to
customer approval, and fully guaranteed thereafter.

• Warranty and non-warranty repairs, parts, reeds, mouthpieces, strings,
cases, and accessories available for every instrument that we sell.

Our complete catalogue is available for $2.00 postpaid.

For additional information, please write or call:

1080 Beacon Street Brookline, MA 02146 (617)734-7415

Our workshop is open to the public by appointment bnly.

Fehr,
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clu: is the
quality

RECORDER LINE

CiLL
has been nationally accepted by school music educators
and offers the widest range in models and price . . .

from a Plastic Soprano Recorder
and a NEW Plastic Alto model

to the finest quality wood models in
Sopranino, Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass.

Made of superb quality choice materials
by old world craftsmen

with the skill and "know-how"
to bring you something better for a change

at an affordable price.

Available at leading music stores

In New York City

Terminal Music Supply
166 West 48th St.

New York, N.Y. 10036
In the "Hub" of Music Row

In Boston

Rayburn Musical Instruments
263 Huntington Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02115
Near Symphony Hall
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MUSIC REVIhWS

The Division Flute (A or flute and
continuo)
Edited by William Huffish
Anfor Music, 1980, $6.95

In this volume, as in his articles on "Impro-
vising Divisions upon a Ground" (AR,
XXI/2: 73 - 75) and "Divisions: The Art of
Improvising Yalu- Own- (Divisions, 1:4 - 13),
Hullfish systemactically applies the principles
of division playing as set forth in Simpson's
Division Violist. Seventeen of the thirty-four
compositions in Walsh's publication of 1702
are presented here, and Anfor should be en-
couraged to pLiolish the remaining pieces. The
grounds use antiquated Renaissance forms
such as the folio and the passamezzo antic°,
plus popular tunes like Greensleeves and the
Carman's Whistle. Others bear their corn-
poser's names. Because improvisation is an in-
tegral part of Baroque performance practice,
all players should study these divisions and
then try their own, based on these models.
The continuo °layer may use keyboard or
plucked strings and can vary the ground to
the extent that his imagi oation allows. This
edition is clean and easy to read.

Jane P. Ambrose

Modern Technique for Recorder (S, A)
Volume 1
WILLIAM PARROT
Editions Musicales Transatlantiques,
distributed by 'Theodore Presser, Bryn Mawr,
Pa. 19010, 1980

This is a bcok of scales and intervals that
looks like mos= other such books for
woodwinds, particularly those written in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centu-
ries. A few exercises are for soprano recorder;
most are for alto. Simple diatonic scales are
followed by scalewise thirds through octaves
In each key, not only completing the circle of
fifths but enharmonically duplicating five
sharps /seven fla=s, six sharps /six flats, and
seven sharps /five flats. The minor keys em-
ploy the harmonic form only. I have yet to see
harmonic minor scales given in a woodwind
:nstruction book before the mid-nineteenth
century; they would seem to be anomalies for
both eighteenth-century music and Berio.
A short section of scales in C major ex-

plores some tonguings of the sort employed
by modern woodwind players, but no at-
tempt is made to introduce or explain the his-
torical tonguings so necessary to recorder

technique and expression. The final section,
which has value for players of contemporary
literature begins with a simple chromatic
scale followed by chromatically ascending
and then descending major seconds, minor
and major thirds, and so on up to octaves.
In sum, this book doesn't present material

that is or ginal or helpful specifically for the
recorder, out I suppose it will do no harm.

Peter Hedrick

Sonatas I - V (A & BC)
ARCANGE.L0 CORELLI
Edited by Gerhard Braun
Edition Moeck, 1980, distributed by
Magnam-Asic Distributors, Sharon, Conn
06069, each sonata $8.60

Corelli's sonatas were among the myriad
composit:ons published in arrangements in
the early eighteenth century by John Walsh
of London. Most of these editions are not
hackworl, as has been suggested by some,
but have peen carefully worked out to appeal
to a broad spectrum of musical taste. Such is
certainly the case with these pieces. They
are taken from the famous Op. 5 violin sons-

LATEST
P. B. EDITIONS

D. Goldstein: Bicinia on Carols; for
2 recorders or gambas $3.50

Palestrina (?): 11 Hexachord
Vocalises, ed. by J. Newman for
4 Recorders, 2 vols. Vol. I for
AAAB $4.95

Just Issued: Vol. II for TTTB and
AAAB  $5.95

Greensleeves to a Ground. With an
attractive keyboard part; ed. by
George Hunter for Alto rec. &
Harpsichord  $4.00

Our bulletins of the lctest early music
publications are still free for the asking.

Provincetown Bookshop, Inc.
246 Commer:ial St.

Provincetown, MA 02657

EARLY
DOUBLE
REED
SERVICE

• manual
• supplies
• reed tools
• custom made reeds
• instrument stands
• instrument builder
• repairs/modifications

KEITH E. LORAINE
787 LIBERTY ROAD
PETALUMA, CA 94952

707 - 763-3981

Medieval
Instruments
Lute
Rebec
Sitole
Vie lie
Gittern

e+.%
N.**7

Hurdy- Gurdy
Organistrum

Psaltery
Mandora
Clarion

Alsc Renaissance Lutes, Viols, Citterns,
Chittarone, Bandora, Violin & Guitar.

Lyn lder
Dominican College

San Rakel, California 94901 '(415) 456-5367
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tas, of which there were twelve, the first six
of the da chiesa type (for church) and the lat-
ter six da camera (primarily dance movements
for the chamber). Walsh's arranger chose to
set the da camera sonatas for recorder, and
our modern editor, Gerhard Braun, offers all
but the last (the La Follia variations, already
available in a modern edition).
Walsh changed Corelli's order, so that

Sonata I is actually No. 9, Sonata II is No. 10,
Sonata III is No. 7, Sonaza IV is No. 8, and
Sonata V is No. 11. Readers should be aware
that the floridly ornamented (prcbably by
Core11i) adagio movements in this opus are all
in the first, or da chiesa, part. Interest:11gly,
the only embellished slow movement Mr.
Braun provides is a conservative but tasteful

one for Sonata V, the least da camera-like of
the set.
These sonatas work well on the recorder,

and Mr. Braun is to be congratulated for mak-
ing them available at last. The editing and ty-
pography make for clean, readable parts. Edi-
torial procedure is carefully spelled out and
consistently followed (the same preface is
used for all five pieces). Included in the pref-
ace are facsimiles of Walsh's title page; critical
notes appear on the back page of each sonata.
Mr. Braun seems to have consulted Chrysan-

1890 edition of the violin sonatas in or-
de:: to compare Walsh's articulations, octave
transpositions, and meters with Corelli's. At
least, that is the only edition he mentions. In
view of the number of studies of Corelli's

the Atustsca

Oat)

a modern variant
of the kortholt

Cortols provide the means, at minimum cost, for playing a wide
range of consort music. Well-designed of polystyrene with a
wood-like appearance, they blend well with recorders and fulfill
the needs of early music enthusiasts, soloists and collegiums.
Alto Cortol $98.00 Tenor Cortol $180.00

for further information, please write
Magnarnusic Distributors, Inc.
Sharon, Connecticut 06069

Instruments for Traditional and Early Music

Harp, after Fhe-onymus Bosch

Lynne Lewandowski
67 Main Street

Brattleboro, Vermont 05301

(802) 257-4032

Cornamusen after Praetorius

Robert M. Castellano
P.O. Box 608

Amherst, Mass. 01004

(413) 549-1548

works that have appeared since then, I won-
der whether Chrysander is still considered
reliable. Otherwise, the critical notes are use-
ful, and the performer should refer to them to
decide whether to follow idiomatic rework-
ings (mostly octave transpositions, but some
actual note changes) by Walsh or those by
Braun.
One especially good feature of this edition

is the inclusion, for "parts,- of two copies of
the solc and bass part with figures combined.
They have the look of many original eigh-
teenth-century publications, so that perhaps
the accomplished harpsichordist would even
prefer to play from them.

Peter Hedrick

Dolmetschr 

Bi?ESkcji 

Quality across the centuries
Around 1730 Peter Bressan produced one
of the finest recorders he ever made.
That very instrument, generally regarded
as one of the most perfect surviving
examples of an original recorder, is now
carefully preserved at the Dolmetsch
workshops.
But now you can enjoy its remarkable
qualities.
Dolmetsch are now making available
copies of this exceptional Bressan Recorder.
Authentic in every respect, the original
instrument is physically and tonally
reproduced in every impeccable detail.
Low A = 415Hz pitch... waxed string
joints. .. narrow windway. ... traditional
beak shape ... undercut finger holes...
available in Boxwood or Grenadilla .
each in its own custom-made box... the
Dolmetsch Bressan Recorder is both a
superbly authentic instrument and a prime
example of modern Dolmetsch
craftsmanship.
Write, phone or visit Dolmetsch for
further details.

)

k.V<-

DOLMETSCH MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
107 Blackdown Rural Industries, Haste Hill,
Haslemere, Surrey, England GU27 3AY

Tel: Haslemere (0428) 3235

MOVING? Be sure to send
the ARS your new address, as this
magazine cannot be forwarded.
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Konversation (AA)
WOLFGANG STOCKMEIER
Edition Mocck #1529, 1979

Of the handful of recorder works by
Wolfgang Stockmeier that have been
published by Edition Moeck, this one is built
on the most engaging an intriguing premise.
Konversation is written in four sections that
are to be played, without pause, in the follow-
ing order: I, II, I, III, I, IV, I. Section I, the
centerpiece, is a set of nineteen solo frag-
ments that provide the two performers with
material for their musical conversation.
Tempo markings are found in only four and
dynamic indications in six. The performers
take turns playing the fragments in any order
and may repeat any of them at will, sup-

posedly developing in the process an emo-
tional relationship of some sort. They may
display similar or diverse temperaments and
may be amiable, excited, rough, or virtually
anything else. One recorderist may even try
to dominate the conversation by cutting in on
the other's performance in order to make a
point or to cause the other to falter. Each time
they play this section it must last a minimum
of three minutes.
The twelve-tone, rhythmically irregular

music that Stockrneier provides for this con-
versation belongs to the tradition of expres-
sionism. Unfortunately, and ironically, it
tends to inhibit rather than inspire one's abil-
ity to freely express emotion. Also, the quan-
tity of material seems incredibly slight for
twelve minutes (at least) of the type of dis-

Perform with the Masters.
NoteWorks presents a unique way to enjoy your recorder. We've cap-
tured outstanding performances by recognized master musicians in for-
mats designed for your participation. And all our recordings are available
in either LP or convenient cassette versions.

Beginning Recorder Techniques
NoteWorks is pleased to offer the learning method created by the late
Erich Katz for both soprano and alto instruments. Dr. Katz, honorary
president of the Anerican Recorder Society, assembled sixteen lessons
built around easy cuets and trios. Listen to the first part played by a
master musician, ad then play the second part of the duet yourself. In-
cluded is a 36-page instruction book with complete music, simple finger-
ing charts, and helpful commentary. Available in separate alto and
soprano versions.

Dances of Three Centuries
Dr. Erich Katz selected eighteen delightful pieces which we have tailored
for your performance. Side A is minus the soprano part, while Side B is
minus the alto part. Simply take your recorder, turn on your stereo, and
use the 16-page music book to perform in your own early music concert.
Features the works of Kuhnau, Krieger, Frescobaldi, Bull, Monteverdi, and
others.

Echoes of Time
Join the New York Renaissance Band in a celebration of early music,
featuring Tielman Susato's Het Derde Musyck Boexcken (1551), Fridolin
Sicher's Fin altes Spielbuch (c. 1500) and pieces by Agricola, Okeghem,
Isaac, Obrecht, Des Prez, Brumel, and Compere. Both a to and soprano
parts are provided so you can enjoy the excitement of ensemble playing.

Please send me the following recordings in 0 LP or 0 cassette format:
O Beginning Recorder Techniques - alto version
El Beginning Recorder Techniques - soprano version
O Dances of Three Centuries
• Echoes of Time

I enclose $12.95 for each recording plus $2 postage/insurance.

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Send your order to NoteWorks, Dept. 3101, P.O. Box 246,
Boston, MA 02113.

PRODUCED BY MUSIC MINUS ONE

HANDSOME, PRACTICAL CASES
AND TOTES MADE TO YOUR
EXACT SPECIFICATIONS

— Protect a single cherished
instrument, or carry an entire

collection —

Please write pr descriptive
brochure and fibri: samples.

RUTH'S WORKSHOP, INC.
3ox One

Verona, NI 07044

(Vida
da gamba
Society

ot (i[mettica

For membership inprmation write:

John A. Whisler
1536 Third St. #6
Charleston, IL 61g20

Contributions to The American
Recorder, in the forn- of articles, reports,
and letters, are welcome. They should
be typed, doub:e-spaced, and submit-
ted to the editor tlree months prior to
the issue's publication date. (Articles
are often scheduled several issues in
advance.) Contrib-Iticns to chapter
news are encouraged and should be
addressed to the chapter news editor.
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TERMINAL
wEsi as EiREET Nrw yoFfx

MUSIC
WHERE EXPERT ADVISERS TARE TIME TO HELP YOU

• 0 • • • to»0
A great 3-piece PLASTIC SOPRANO RECORDER

at 20% less than comparable instruments.
FOX, Geirt4t0-' ae-07-deit 7/177tiG6 --
Seems that in sunny Italy they've got this BONTEMPI
plastic recorder that's really got the whole place on fire.

Well, the Italians have sent us this terrific soprano
plastic recorder for such a low price it's meshugga.
(Pazzo, man, pazzo!)

It's easy-blowing, true to pitch, nicely-made, smooth as
glass, and comes with chart, cleaning rod and plastic
case. In all truth, the sound and response is pretty
terrific. (But the price! Pazzo, man, pazzo!)

So what else is new? Everybodys got a plastic
recorder that's beautifully made, etc. What's so hot
about this Italian version? What's it got on the others?
Why do we at Terminal Music, recorder headquarters
of the world, present it to you and urge you to order?

OK, amici — these are fair points to bring up.

It's a question of lira, amici, plain old lira (translated as
bucks). In short, this terrific piece of plastic costs less
than the other terrific p astids you may be familiar with.
How much less? (Ho-ho) You're in for a shock. (Pazzo,
man, pazzo!) The Italians have this whole equation of
"more quality for less money" right down Q_a_L— (or then
again, maybe they just wa-it to push their way into the
world recorder market, and are willing to chop into their
profits). Either way, you win ...Vincera! (Or vincero, or.
victoire, or whatever.) You win. (Pazzo, man, pazzo!)

Terminal Music has put the BONTEMPI through its
paces and found it to be right up to our very tough
standards. Same standards we have for Aulos.
Yamaha and Dolmetsch. It's a g-o-o-d recorder and
simply a superb buy. Hard to find, perhaps, but so

* * *

EDITOR: Larry, what have you done —
nobody sells any recorders for under
2 bucks!
LARRY: Nobody, but Terminal Music,
you mean!
ED: (Pazzo, man, pazzo!)

* * *

what? We've qot it here at Terminal Music, that's what's
i mportant. (Even if you do find the BONTEMPI some-
place else. I doubt if you'll ever see it at our price!)
(Never!) Why? Purchasing power amici — and another
fine old Italian word — cash. (Same in any language —
understood anywhere in the world. No language
barrier for cash!)

So go with the good times — go with BONTEMPI.
(How's that for a translation, fellow Italians?!) This
recorder is just plain made to order for schools,
churches, institutions — anybody who wants high
quality, and needs a quantity purchase at an excep-
tionally low price (Pazzo, man, pazzo!)

This one rings the bell-o
What a bella, belle deal, I'm offering you, amici. Bella,
belle, bellissimo! (That's no bullissimo, either, Merrill
Lynch fans.)

Lasciate mi morire  if you don t send me an order. Tub
sai that this is the deal of the century. Eh — loosen up
your checkbook cover before the importer jumps the
lira cost on me and the price gces up altissimo! This
calls for action. Allegro. (No) prestissimo! (Si) (Move it).

THE BONTEMPI
Brown plastic, white trim. 3-piece! Double hole. Rod,
chart, and instructions, (in 5 languages!), plastic case.

LIST PRICE
EACH

TERMINAL
1 to 3 (ea.)

A fr
TERMINAL TERMINAL TERMINAL
4 to 6 (ea ) 7 to 9 (ea.) 10-More (ea.)

* * *

$4.20 $3.95 $3.00 $1.99 -qv

ORDER TODAY! MAIL THIS COUPON!

Pe46

Please send 
BONTEMPI Recorder(s)

Amount 

Shipping  

Tax (II N

TOTAL 

II you live in New York add sales tax
Please estmate shipping costs
Any overage will be relunded

TERMINAL MUSIC, Attn: LARRY NITKA
166 West 48th Street, New York, NY 10036

NAME 

ADDRESS

CITY 

STATE

APT

ZIP

0 My check or 0 money order for is enclosed

Charge to 0 VISA 0 MasterCard ($10 minimum)

Account #  Exp.date._ 

When currehl stock s exPausied peces sublect to change WOW nOtel
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course Stockmeier would like to have take
place.
Sections II to IV are called "Intermezzi." In

Section II, the players engage in a slow and
somewhat mannered homophonic duet in
double-dotted rhythms. After the first player
finishes his part of the due:, he suddenly, and
quite shockingly, breaks into a wild flurry of
sounds, while the second player keeps repeat-
ing the last phrase of his part. This goes on for
thirty to sixty seconds. At this point the first
player stops, and the second plays his last
phrase once more, solo, as a bridge back to
Section I.
Section III the first recorderist plays a slow,

expressive melody while the second twitters

an inexpressive series of trills. By contrast,
Section IV requires both players to rapidly
work over identical material in an aleatoric
canon, with the second beginning somewhat
later than the first and performing at a slightly
different tempo. Each player then repeats the
canon independently and continuously for ex-
actly three minutes, at which time both stop,
no matter where they are, and immediately
return to Section I. The music in Section IV,
which consists primarily of uneven groups of
sixteenth notes separated by short pauses,
looks dull on paper but produces surprisingly
interesting results.
The edition contains two copies of the

score and an excellent set of instructional

Wichita Band has been supplying top-quality wind instruments for
nearly 23 years. We now have complete lines of Moeck and Roessler
recorders available for immediate shipment. And as always, we wil l
ship any instrument on 10-day approval.

SAMPLE PRICES

List Price WBIC Price

Moeck 329 Boxwcod soprano $164.00 $ 98.00

Moeck 439 Palisander alto $378.00 $227.00

Moeck 249 Maple tenor $293.00 $176.00

Roessler 481Bu, Oberlander Boxwood soprano $258.00 $193.00

Roessler 486Bu, Oterlander Boxwood alto $395.00 $296.00

Roessler 258, Meister Pearwcod alto $ 95 00 $ 71.00

Roessler 260, Meister Pearwood tenor $158 00 $118.00

Seiko SQT-369 fully-chromatic
six-octave qt_artz tuner $115.00 $ 79.50

Similar discounts available on entire
line of Roessler and Moeck recorders.
Other brands, too!

Swic-i--r
/3AN2 5TRUIvIENT

CZ- •

2525 DOCK:if-A.5
400-1ITA, 144.1•.1-5AS G72.11

I (500) 335 - 300G
rr.1 K6t.t.istsn cAu_ cou..e.cr: (316) 61Y-I -02c)1

notes in German. There is potential in this
music, but it will require especially gifted mu-
sicians to bring it out. Even under the best
conditions, a performance will be a risky prop-
osition.

Pete Rose

Quartet for Recorders No. 2 (SATB)
ARNOLD COOKE
Edition Moeck1527, $15

Pieces for Three (SAT)
ARNOLD COOKE
Moeck ZfiS 520, $3

Arnold Cooke, a contemporary of Constant
Lambert and Michael Tippett, has been re-
ferred to as an academic composer, a term
that is often used pejoratively. However, aca-
demic musk, like any other, may be either
good or bad, and Cooke's is certainly good
academic. He studied with Paul Hindemith in
Berlin between 1929 and 1932, and what
is immed ately apparent about his com-
positions .s his ability to emulate the most
attractive aspects of his mentor's musical
personality.
Quartet :or Recorders No. 2 is a full-length

work along relatively standard lines. The first
movement begins with a brief, slow selection
(a la Haydn, perhaps?) that acts as an intro-
duction to the main part, which is in sonata-
allegro form. The remainder of the piece is
similarly predictable. The traditional scherzo
is followed by a slightly lyrical slow move-
ment and a fast finale in rondo form.
Of lesser weight but greater utility are the

five little Pieces for Three, all nicely balanced
statements showing great clarity of line and
structure. :ike the Quartet, these pieces have
a typically Hindemithian sound. The third
and fifth, troth with lively tempos, will espe-
cially delight any audience, sophisticated or
not.
The Qua -tet edition contains a full-sized set

of printed parts and, unfortunately, a pocket

GENERA VIOLAS DA GAMBA
RENAISSANCE PATTERN
Treble $790
Tenor 850
Bass 975

Late Italian Renaissance cornerless viols
of cur y maple back, sides, neck and fit-
tings, carved spruce top, bass bar and
sound post

3AROQUE PATTERN
Treble $1050
Tenor 1125
Bass 1275
7-string 1375

German baroque, cornered b6dy of Bird's
Eye maple back and sides, arched spruce
top, high bridge

42c. Fawcett St. • Balto., Md. 21211
• (301) 235-0344

.-5-7"'TV,..(6:a • '

1111111110N1401
P..

77.

41111118111111WIMMIIIIIIIr416, ie
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score that is a facsimile of the composer's
manuscript. If you decide to conduct this
piece or play your part rom the score, you
had better have an uncle in the optometry
business. Pieces for Three is nicely prepared
and thoroughly readable, as ZfS scores genet--
ally are.
Despite their obvious lack of originality,

both of these works get my wholehearted rec-
ommendation. After all, to say that Cooke's
music sounds like Hindemith's is to say that it
sounds very good indeed.

Pete Rose

Marche Militaire (SSAATTB,
optional GB)
FRANZ SCHUBERT
Arranged by Cohn Hand
Schott 11425, distributed by European
American Music, 1980, score and parts, $6.25

This transcription is extremely faithful to
the changes in mood and texture of the piano
solo original. The recorder scoring fits all the
instruments well. This is not a piece for play-
es below upper-intermediate level; the chro-
matics and scale passages require some
fluency. It is also rather long.
A transcription should retain as much of

the flavor of the original as possible. Though
this arrangement is skillful, seven recorders
don't have the impact of a large instrument
played brilliantly. Their sound is more like
that of a distant calliope. Even adding a cello
to the bass line, as Mr. Hand suggests, is of
little help. Even so, this Marche Militaire is
quite charming, and many good-humored re-
corder groups will find it a welcome addition
to their repertoire.

William E. Nelson

• •vr• •Vr• •Vir• •Vr• •vr• •vr •vr• •Vr• •Vr- •AV• •vr• •vr• •vr•.\••  \+, • ‘../• • \+-, - • ‘4, " " • \:•/ . v,1 , w • ‘1, •

Memling Portative Organ
This well-designed, reasonably priced, and easily maintained portative is the result
of the collaboration of several well-known performers and organ builders who
wished to create an instrument that resembled, in scale and appearance, the
portatives depicted by the 15th-century Flemish painter Hans Memling, whose
portrayals of musical instruments were unmatched for detail and consistency.

Our Memling Portative has a range of 26 notes (e'—f") played from an historical-
type keyboard; with hand-made pipes of historically correct alloy; and a hand-
operated, leather-covered bellows. The pipes are easily removeable for moving and
shipping. Cases for carrying and shipping are available.

Though designed to be affordable to individual
customers, the instrument will withstand rigorous
institutional and professional use.

H ISTORICAL
I NSTRUMENTS

\ INCORPORATED

152 Greenpond Road, Newfoundland, New ersey 07453. Tel. (2cl) 697-0535
N.Y Office by appointment: 112 F1rSt Ave., N.Y.. N.Y. l0oo9, (212) 674-6715

h. 244. Akre .Ita. AN. adig. akt. •adit. Att.

Fine Baroque Recorders
and Flutes

are being made in the

C. James Woodwind Shop
THE FINEST IN HAND CRAFTSMANSHIP

Prices are favorable
and deliveries
are prompt

For Information Write To

The C. James
Woodwind Shop

1352 Castleton Road, N.
Columbus, Ohio 43220

U.S.A.

RECORDER
MUSIC
for

STUDENT
TEACHER

PERFORMER

f,kiN
&peel eip
23 SCHOLAR IANE, LEVI1TOWN, NY 11756

seodc'°`
cat,a10

7-STRING BASS VIOL

IN BAVARIA

PLEASE DIRECT YOUR
ENQUIRIES TO

J OHANN DEHLS
BEI DEN MUHREN 70- D2000

HAMBURG 11

CABLEGRAMS DEHLSMUSIK
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CHAPTER NEWS

Miami
Our membership is now forty-six strong.
We meet once a month at the University of
Miami and, after announcements are made,
divide into intermediate and advanced
groups. New member Dr. Jeffery Kite-
Powell, who directs the Early Music Cofle,
gium at Miami-Dade Co:nmunity College,
takes turns conducting the two groups with
our longtime director Arnold Grayson. We
reconvene later for refreshments, socializing,
and possibly a short performance by a small
group trying its wings.
Seven of our members joined musicians and

singers from the Community College Colle-
gium to participate in two madrigal suppers at
Christmas time. We also performed at the Re-
naissance Fayre during three weekends in
December and again in March.
March 25 — 27 we enjoyed the first

weekend workshop our chapter has spon-
sored in many years. Valerie Horst flew down
from New York for the occasion. She, Ann
Stierli, past director of our mid-winter work-
shops, and Arnold Grayson taught the
classes. There was quite a selection: Renais-
sance and Baroque flute, pipe Ei tabor,
recorder technique, studies in rhythm and
playing without barlines, and Baroque
ornamentation. Valerie lec English country
dancing in the evenings. One night we were
joined by four couples from the local
Renaissance Society.
On May Day we had a picnic and brought

our instruments and music stands plus as-
sorted music. It was a lovely, cool, spring day.
We chose a pavilion right r.ext to a lake and
played in small groups with whomever
showed up. Some took time off to ride a bike,
read a book, or just socialize.

Lynn Baumel

Interchapter activities around
Great Smoky National Park
The ARS will find a happy recruiting

ground in the highlands surrounding Great
Smoky National Park. Each Monday morn-
ing a dozer. recorder players meet at the Ma-
con County Library in Franklin, North Caro-
lina. They are a truly remarkable group: after
their playing session they exchange recorder

for pickaxe and shovel, climb the mountains
back of town, and work on their section of the
Appalachian Trail. Botanists all, they are
constructing a nature trail at the high eleva-
tions. For recreation they ride their inner
tubes down the whitewater rivers. Mary El-
len Lindly is head of the group, and Sally
Kesler the musical director.
An hour's drive westward over a high pass

brings you to the KeLschek Workshop at
Brasstown, where you may see under con-
struction crumhorns, cornamusen, hurdy-
gurdies, and such. In Hendersonville there is
a group led by Eleanor Vogt, and another re-
corder group is active in the Western Caro-
lina University community at Cullowhee.
Ellen Moore is the president of Asheville's
Overmountain Chapter. On the Tennessee
side of the Smokies, at Newport, Dr. Lloyd
D _wall leads singing and the playing of re-
ccrders as well as Appalachian instruments.
Here can yet be heard azabethan songs, and
the natives sprinkle their language with
Chaucerisms.
.1 you have the good fortune to vacation

in the Smoky Mountains, be sure to bring
your recorders and get acquainted with these
people.

Theron McClure

Dallas
This past year Dallas Recorder Society

members have taken part in a number of
public performances. During the Christmas
season they played at the usual Advent fes-
tive dinners, in formal concerts, and for
Christmas eve services in several churches.
Spring found Us combining our talents with

those of vocal ensembles. On one particular
evening one group accompanied the
Northlake College Community Chorus while
another took part in a performance of
Bach's Cantata 106 at Southern Methodist
University.
April brought the "Fair" season. For six

weekends a group of chapter members played
at the Scarborough Faire in Waxahachie;
another group followed with six weekends at
the Texas Greco,Roman Festival in Poetry.
(Yes, there are both a Waxahachie and a
Poetry.)

We have changed the format of our
monthly meetings. For the first half, we
divide as usual into small consorts. The more
advanced players read through music they
have brought, and beginners and low in-
termediates have a session that is predomi-
nantly inst:uctional. Then, instead of devot-
ing the seccnd half to large group playing as in
the past, we give our small consorts an extra
half hour to prepare one or two selections to
play for the assembled membership. We do
this because we feel that amateurs develop
faster when under the pressure of having to
perform before a live audience.
This past year we were indeed fortunate to

have Dr. Robert Donington take time from
his busy teaching schedule at SMU's Perkins
School of Theology to broaden our musical
knowledge with a lecture on Baroque orna-
mentation.

George Kriehn

A Forum

An upcoming issue will include
a forum on the topic, "How do
you construct an effective pro-
gram?' Readers are invited to re-
spond to this question; the
deadline is January 15. Areas of
interest include: themes or for-
mats fcr a program or for sections
within a program; specific pieces
that g:oup well together; and
pieces that work well with a par-
ticular instrumentation (e.g., on
krummaorns).
Please send your replies, typed

and double-spaced, to the Editor,
22 Glenside Terrace, Upper
Montclair, New Jersey 07043.
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U
nicorn

tGemshorns
• Soprano, alto, tenor, and bass

• Recorder fingerings - f and c
tunings

• Finely voiced and user-
tunable

• Acoustically identical to
the finest animal horn, but
handcrafted from a high
q uality cast resin that
is 100% stable and
trouble free

• A fraction of the
cost of animal horn
gemshorns cur-
rently available Recorder players

and early music
enthusiasts can de-
light in this unique,

gentle, and persuasive
sound--a wonderful
contrast to the usual

tonal colors of the early
music consort

Write or phone for further
information:

&Historical Instruments
Ben Bechtel, Instrument Maker
3952 Brotherton Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45209
(513) 271-6336 or 531-2355

PRESCOTT
WORKSHOP
HAS A NEW
ADDRESS

TODD ROAD

KATONAH, NEW YORK

o 5 36"

Please write to us for our catalogue offlutes and

recorders. If you wish to visit, we are only a forty-

five-minute drive north from New York City, and

we can also be reached by train.

SWEETHEART
FLUTE CO.

Baroque Flutes: repro. of
Stanesby Jr., or our own
"Sweetheart" model

Tabor Pipes
Fifes, Flageolettes, "Irish"
Flutes 8z Tin Whistles.
Send for brochure and/or

antique flute list.

32 So. Maple St.
Enfield, CT 06082
(203) 749-4494

THE RECORDER SHOP
We handle the best lines of

recorders and music.

415 So. Hill St. • Los Angeles, CA 90013
(213) 687-0988
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CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE: Von Huene tenor recorder,
#1383, grenadilla, full ivory, silver keys,
a' =440. Perfect condition, $1,600. Write
Mary Johnson, 25885 German Mill,
Franklin, Mich. 48025. (313) 626-0717.

FOR SALE: Moeck maple great bass re-
corder, $500; Dolmetsch rosewood soprano,
$100; Moeck maple Renaissance soprano,
$50. Gertrude Stillman, 645 E. Lake View
Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53217. (414) 964-
3124.

FOR SALE: Single manual Zuckermann
harpsichord, early model, fifty-seven keys,
mahogany. $1,700 O.B.O. C. Leverant, Box
756, Sebastopol, Calif. 95472.

CONTINUO: The early music magazine of
North America. Published eleven times
yearly. Write for your free copy: 6 Dartnell
Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5R 3A4.

WANTED: Response from anyone in-
terested in joining small group tour to Bel-
gium for 1984 recorder competitions (July 29-
August 5). For details write Gwen Shupe,

315 Van Ness Ave., Santa Cruz, Calif.
95060, before February 1, 1984.

FOR SALE: Dolmetsch rosewood alto,
$200; Moeck soprano shawm, $450; Han-
chet mute cornett in G, $125. Must raise
money for trip to England. David Barton,
9215 Forest Hills, Dallas, Texas 75218. (214)
327-6823.

FOR SALE: Moeck shawms: treble, $350;
alto, $450. Excellent condition. (919) 688-
2848.

FOR SALE: Prescott voice flute (tenor in D)
after J.C. Denner; boxwood, a' =415, double
hcles, excellent response and intonation; a
superb instrument Scott-Martin Kosofsky,
37 Concord Square, Boston, Mass. 02118.
(617) 266-7954.

HARPSICHORD MUSIC, solo and ensem-
ble. Best editions from U.S. and European
publishers. Also books on history and perfor-
mance. Write for free catalogue. Zucker-
mann Harpsichords, Inc., Box 121-AR, Ston-
ington, CT 06378.

CARL DOLMETSCH IN AMERICA
Despite his 20 tours of the U.S.A., Carl Dolmetsch cannot always be with you. However,
his many recorded performances can be — and in your own home. Among those recently
produced in America are the following:

"LE FESTIN" ORS 76216
JOHN STANLEY: Sorata in F major, Alto Recorder and Harpsichord
WILLIAM LAWES: Almain and Saraband from Courtly Masqutng Ayres
HENRY PURCELL: Coaconne in F major, Alto Recorder and Harpsichord
ANON 17th CENTURY: Greensleeves too Ground, Soprano Recorder and Harpsichord
FRANCOIS COUPERIN: Le Rossignol Vaznqueur, La Linote Efarouchee, Sopranino Recorder
and Harpsichord
WILLIAM CROFT: Sonata in G major, Alto Recorder and Harpsichord
J.A. HASSE: Sonata in F major, Alto Recorder and Harpsichord
G.P. TELEMANN: Partita V in E minor, Soprano Recorder and Harpsichord
G.F HANDEL: Sonata in A minor, Alto Recorder and Harpsichord

"THE CONTEMPORARY RECORDER" ORS 74144
HERBERT MURRILL: Sonata in G, Alto Recorder and Harpsichord (1950)
ANTHONY HOPKINS: Suite, Soprano Recorder and Piano (1953)
EDMUND RUBBRA: :vIeditazioni sopra Coeurs Eiesoles, Alto Recorder and Harpsichord
CHRISTOPHER EDMUNDS: Pastorale and Bourree, Soprano Recorder and Piano (1968)
GORDON JACOB: Variations, Aho Recorder and Harpsichord (J963)
COLIN HAND: Plaint, Tenor Recorder and Piano (1971)
NIGEL BUTTERLEY: The White-throated Warbler, Sopranino Recorder and Harpsichord (1965)
COLIN HAND: Suite Chatnpitre, Soprano Recorder and Piano (1970)

"DOLMETSCH-SCHOENFELD ENSEMBLE" ORS 73104
(Carl Dolmetsch, Alice gc Eleonore Schoenfeld, _Joseph Saxby)

LENNOX BERKELEY: Concertino, Recorder, violin, Cello, and Harpsichord (1955)
ARNOLD COOKE: Sonata, Recorder, Violin, Cello, and Harpsichord- (1965)
J.M. LECLAIR: Trio-Sonata in D major, Recorder, Violin, Cello, and Harpsichord
C.F. HANDEL: Trio-Sonata in C minor, Recorder, Violin, Cello, and Harpsichord

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS
write to Orion Master Recordings, Box 4087, Malibu, Calif 90265. (213) 457-3370.
Or from your favorite record shop.

DO NOT MISS
I) 60th Haslemere Festival of early music. July 21-29, 1984. (Diamond Jubilee)
Write Secretary jesses, Haslemere, Surrey, England.

2) Dolmetsch Summer School, August 3-10, 1984. Brochure from above address.

QUICKLY SET any temperament with Ac-
cutone Model 120 Tuner. Quartz accuracy,
large library various temperaments at old and
new pitches. Factory direct prices. Yves
Feder Harpsichords, Box 640, Killingworth,
CT 06417.

Classified rates for The American Recorder
504 per word, ten word minimum. "For Sale"
and "Wanted" will not be counted but
should always be included in the copy. ZIP
code counts as one word, telephone number
as two woris.
Payment must accompany copy. Classi-
fied adver:isements will not be billed.

WOODWIND
INSTRUMENTS

by

CHARLES COLLIER

on RICHARD PALM

Authentic Copies of
Extant Instruments:

RENAISSANCE and
BAROQUE RECORDERS,
MUTE CORNETTI,
RENAISSANCE FLUTES,
and RENAISSANCE
SHAWMS.

For Further Information
CHARLES COLLIER

Box 9442, Berkeley,Ca. 94709, USA

(415) 845-6389

• #
RECORDER SHOP

REV. J.A. LOUX, JR.
117 MAIN STREET
GUILDERLAND CENTER
NEW YORK 12085
TEL: (518) 861-5348

By appointment only. Generous
discounts on Moeck, Dolmetsch,
and other wood and plastic
recorcers, Steinkopf historic
woodwinds, viols da gamba, harp-
sichords, music. Send four
stamps for catalog.
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WHERE EXPERT ADVISIRS TAKE TIME TO MEW YOU

Announcing
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QUESTION: How do you outdo the (great) KORG WT-12 Chromatic Tuner?
ANSWER: Introduce the (fantastic) advanced KORG AT-12 Auto Chromatic Tuner.

e.a/r. ef;e'r.a(e/C, 

The Old Old (very good) WT-12
Back aways Te-minal Music introduced the Korg W--12,
Chromatic Tuner which was, at the time of its introducticn, a
state-of-the-art Liner. We sold it for a most attractive plce,
and for several years it has been one of our best selling items.
Sad to say, (in a way), but everyone knows that space age
electronics have made obsolete some great pieces of
electronic equipment — things that were once the last word.
Such it is with the WT-12. RIR old friend! We got something a
lot better now. Enter the AT-12.

The New (terrific) AT-12
The new Korg AT-12 features very raoid automatic visual
indication for exact tuning for any note. It provides everything
the WT-12 could offer plus a good deal more. The "more" is all 
slanted towards :he needs of the performing musician. Let's
take a woodwind player. One of the real tough aspects of
clarinet, for example, is playing both upper and lower rarges
in tune. As designed by Boehm, the clarinet is just plain full of
compromises, tcnally. The notes played through the throat
keys and the transition from the chalameau register are never
in tune, unless the artist compensates by lipping and breath
pressure. This is nexact, and to compensate correctly and do
it rIght every time requires a good deal of practice, self
evaluation and an AT-12!

With the new AT-12, you see what you hear instantly, as you
Ly. You can adjust your embouchure better, train your ear to
compensate under a variety of acoustic conditions.

How does KorG do it? Space-age electronics — no other
way. The stuff satellites are made of. The WT-12 had roughly

the same specs, the same high-quality construction, the
same accuracy, and the same ability to come up with
fractional pitches, througn variable (NOT FIXED!) calibration.
Only Kord has this fractional pitch feature, far as we know. The
rest of the tuners on the market are fixed pitch instruments.
Not flexible!

The Old WT-12 wasn't automatic
Here are the differences. With the old WT-12 you had to move
a knob to get the pitch to which to tune your instrument. And, if
you wanted to go up or down an octave, you had to move
another switch. Then to adjust the sound up or down a cycle
or two, you used another knob. Your hands were always
occupied. When trying to tune a scale on a clarinet, sax, or
oboe with the old WT-12 you needed 3 hands to play, plus one
to tune. Most of us don t come so equipped.

The New AT-12 is automatic (BIG Improvement!)
None of this is necessary with the (fabulous) AT-12. The most
advanced chromatic turer in the universe. Take a look at
the photo. (Above.)

Play into the machine
To determine what note you are playing, simply play into the 
machine! (This is one smart machine — even smarter than I
am!) The built-in microphone samples and analyzes your
sound and frequency, and indicates, via LED light display,
(instantly) both the note and the octave you are playing.
(Bottom LED indicates octave, top LED shows the note.) The
meter, at the same time, indicates how many cents, (or
1/100's of a chromatic interval) you are from dead tonal center.
(It will correct your pitch visually as you play.)



Same with singers — you can check out your pitch, intensity,
note to note, and eveness of vib-ato. If you want to sound a
tuning note with the new AT-12, there still is no knob to twist.
Push the can switch (marked "up" or "down") and you move
up or down the scale automatically with visual indication of
both note and octave as well as your tuning sound at the
same time. As we saic before, the meter also performs its
function, indicating the "cents" variance from dead tonal
center.

Look Ma, no hands!
Net effect is that you can play or sing, and check your pitch on
the AT-12 without using your hands. What a great advantage!
You can see what you are doing, make your corrections
instantly, and perfect your technique faster and more reliably.
What a learning tool! (Wish they'd had this when I was
mastering the Kazoo!)

Old Axiom
When you want audible tones, fcr tuning, you can get them
easier and faster by touch, without twisting knobs. Just plain
makes things easier on the music an.  (It may also be cheaper
to produce, who knows!) (Forget I said that!)

New Feature for Band Players
There is, on the new AT-12 a further innovation — both fast and
slow tonal response registry for visual analysis. Why is that a
big feature? Well, when you play trumpet for example, you hit
your note fast and it dies fast. That's the nature of brass. Too
fast for any other tuner Not much time on the note "decay."
Since the registry of the note is fast, and the tuner response
must be equally fast, or you can t read and correct it. Item:
there is both a fast and slow response switch on the AT-12!

Fast for Brass, Slow for Strings
Fast works for brass, but it is not quite as accurate (we tell the
whole truth here at Terminal Music, friends) as with the slow
response analysis switch. But, it is better than any other
means of brass tone analysis. It holds the visual image al )g
enough  for the player to analyze and correct it, as necessary.
(Unless the player is also watching TV, or is not paying
attention.) The slow position on the other hand, shows (with

stability) and absolute accuracy, the desired note for
guitars, strings, harpsichord, piano, woodwinds, etc.

Quantities Limited. First Come, First Served
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

(Or COQ)/ your order on a plain sheet of paper)

F--

Top Specs — the very best!
The new AT-12 gives you (octaves of sound, and tunes to 7
octaves. It has a terrific, highly sensitive and vary accurate
built-in condenser microphone. It has input and output jacks,
AC adaptor, built-in speaker. Calibration is continuous over a
± 10 cent range. Works on 4AA batteries.

Calibration is from 32.70 Hz to 3951.07 Hz. Measuring
tolerance _± 1 cent. Calibration A = 430 to 450 Hz, continu-
ously variable.

Order This Great Tuner!
Just in time for the holidays, too. Fantastic gift —
for yourself (I won't tell) or others! I'm going to
make this so easy that ifs almost sinful! Know
what I'm going to do, fellow music lovers? I'M
GOING TO CUT THE PRICE! (Shh! whatever you
do, don't tell Korg!) I figure that with Terminal
Music's purchasing power that I can take this
AT-12 which lists for $179.95 and slice the cost to
you, our customers, down to $99.50 and still make
at least 130 on each sale to buy a little bread and
cheese for my family. (Well, maybe a little more
than 130 — my family prefers steak, now. Also, my
calculator is shot, and I haven't figured this all out.)
But I'm a man of impulse, I say $99.50 each, and
I'll stick with it. (So I only make a buck or two).

A very special LOW price!
Note: You probably won't find anybody else
sucker enough to sell a new, state-of-the-art, list
$179.95 Korg AT-12 for $99.50, but that's the way it
goes. I'm a gambler. If I sell as many AT-12's as I
think I will at my price, I win. If you don't ouy in
droves — well, I'll cry a lot, but will probably survive.
So the watchword is BUY. Before Korg figures out
what I'm doing and sends in a goon squad to
stop me.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER NOW. Write a check,
charge to VISA or MasterCard, whatever But, do it
now! BUY, BUY. Bye, Bye (for now).

Love ya!

Get your New KORG AT-12
(List $ 

-0/Esiz $9c) 50
0/Vii EACH

If YOU ORDER NOW!

PeactAtri , Please send KORG AT-12 Tuners at this
very special price Amount.

TERMINAL MUSIC. Mail Order Division.Attn LARRY hOTKA
166 West 48th Street, New York, NY 10036

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY APT

STATE ZIP

PI My check or El money order for $  is encicsed.
It you liye in New York add sales tax. Shipping  Charge to El VISA E-7, MasterCard. ($10 minimum)
Please add $2 shipping cost (each) Tax Of N Y.) 
anywhere in continental US. Account # Exp. date' 

TOTAL 
When current stock IS exhausted, prices subject tc change without rotice.L ,M NM NM MIN IMII MII NM MMMMMMMMMM IM MI MI NM I= MI MI MIN OM IIIIN MI J
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HARGAIL
Specializing in Recorders and Recorder Music

SINCE 1941

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

E.N.209 A. CoreIli, Recorder Trio No. 1 for S.A.T. Recorders
H.-93 Heinrich Schutz, Sinfonia for Recorder Trio, S.A.T.

Canto Sacra for recorder Quartet, SATT(B)
E.N.212 Wm. Croft, Six Sonatas for two Alto recorders, or flutes.
H.-92 Newman & Consoli, Bk. 2 "Little Works of Great Masters"-SS.
E.N.214 Read by Ear, An all-in-one Recorder Book, with a Suzuki

Approach, by Richard H. Perry
E.N.213 Westward Ho! Ho - A childrens' operetta by Mary Partlow
E.N.215 J.S. Bach, Drei Sonaten for Alto & Keyboard in F (C)

Gm(Em) and G(E, original keys).
E.N.211 Gaspar Othmayer (1515-1553) Ten Bicinia Sacra

arranged for recorder duet.
HRW-3 Rooda Book for C - recorders
HRW-4 Rooda Book for F - recorders

The Fiddle Tune Books by Peter Kennedy
6-101 Book I
B-104 Book II
6-103 100 English Folk-dance Airs by Maude Karpeles
Fid. I Praetorius, Terpsichore
Fid. II Erasmus Widmann, Galliarden und Tanze
H-129 Great Masters of the Baroque for Alto & keyboard (W. Bergmann)
H-134 4 Great Masters of the Baroque for Soprano & keyboard (W. Bergmann)
H-146 Handel Festive Pieces (W. Bergmann) SAT or SA and Piano

HARGAIL MUSIC, INC.
P.O. Box 118, Saugerties, N.Y. 12477 Telephone (914) 246-9809
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